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In front of the great stone fireplace set halfway along 
the side of the wall a dozen young men were clustered around a 
girl. The girl sat on the edge of the only high-backed chair 
in the room while the men leaned against the fireplace mantel 
or occupied stools. She sat erect, with a sort of regality, as 
though she were a queen and the youths her courtiers. 
She was about twenty-one years old. She wore a white, 
tight-fitting bodice with sleeves which ended in lace fringes 
at her elbows. Her crinoline skirt was stiffened by an enor-
1 moue hoop so that it billowed and covered even her ankles. She 
' 
I! 
!I 
II 
,i 
1: 
I 
·' 
!I I· 
! had light 
I 
brown hair which was held tightly in place against I; heril 
I' as was the fashion of Scotswomen in 1745. 
The girl's soft face was animated. Her brown eyes were 
big and shining. " Tell us more of what ye heard about Prince 
Charlie," she said, leaning forward. 
A tall, ruddy complexioned youth placed his elbow on the 
,mantel and pursed his lips. H There 1sna much more to say, Ar-
,, 
I' 
!', 
I' 
" All we've 1'11ena," he said. heard is that he raised the standard!: 
'· il in Glen Finnan on the 19th 'lf1 I Cameron o' Lochial's men and somerl 
o' the MacDonald& present." 
" Are they the only clans to rise, David ?" asked .a man 
i sitting on one of the stools. 
' 
" Aye, so far," David answered. 11 No one kens yet what 
,! the rest o' them will do. ¥~oLeod of MacLeod and MacDonald of 
'! 2 
1'. the Isles IIIB.Y follow him but the MaoPhersons and Frasers II 
11 o, I think it's wonderful," Arlena broke 1n. 11 ro think! 
!, ot the young prince land1ns 1n Scotland w1 1 only six companions 
I, and gett1:cs the clans to fight tor the Stuarts again. There, ,, 
.there's a prince tor ye !" 
I 
' 
1: The group burst out laugh1ns at her enthusiasm tor so 
harebrained a cause as one attempting to overthrow the Hano-
verian George II with only a handtul ot wild highlanders. 
Arlena's white complexion changed to scarlet. She stood 
. up and turned so that her skirt whirled. Her eyes flashed. A 
frown puckered her brow. 
" I don't suppose any o' ye will fight for him and his 
I' 
'I 
! tither -- for Scotland's true prince and king ?" she snapped, 
glaring at each of the men. They turned their heads away, 
: avoiding her stare. 
" Och, Arlena," said David, impatiently slappins his t1stli 
I 
on the mantel. 11 The Stuarts are Papists. Ye ken that. And I' 
Scotland's better off be1n' Whig than hav1:cs yon wild hlelanders 
doon at Holyrood Palace and up 1n the castle. 11 
1 2 
11 
.And slaves of the Southrona 1n Lunnon too ? 11 she asked. 
11 The Prince haena a chance o' w1nn1ns baek 
,, 
'the Stuarts. Scotland, the lowlands anyway, won't 
the crown tori[ 
rise to tight 'II 
! 
' !I for him," David retorted. 
,, ("'t! 1,. 11 It I were a man I would, 11 aa1d Arlena look1Il6 at the 
i1 rough board floor. 
'I 
I! 
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"Aye-- but then, of course, ye arena a man," David 
I 
• answered smoothly. 
The youths burst out laughing at David's sally. One of 
them shouted, " That's one for David !" 
!I 
li 
i! 
! 
,, 
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,, 
Arlena's face flushed brighter. When their roars had subf 
sided into chuckles and titters, she said: " I'm no a man -- or 
a Jeanne d 1 Arc either -- " 
She paused before she went on. " But I'll give each o' ye 
a night and a day to make up his mind to fight for the Prince 
for me -- or not see me ae;ain ! 11 
Her dark eyes challenged each youth in turn. 
" You may give me your answers tomorrow nicht," she said. 
" Goodnight. 11 
"But Arlena," cried one of the youths. "What Will I dae 
i!wi' my farm if I e;o ?" 
"I'm a Protestant, ye ken that weel," pleaded a second. 
11 My fi ther would disown me, 11 a third said. " And then I 
d Ill cu never marry ye • 
She motioned for them to be quiet. " He who goes stands 
,, highest in my favor," she said. 11 He who will not go, need not 
come here ae;ain ! " 
She edged her small well-packed body between two of the 
men and slipped out of the door, ignoring their clamor. 
11 Och, 'tis nae use, lads, 11 David said when she had !I 
'I 
l1 closed the door. " She's been brooding a boot Prince Charlie and 
I! 
!':her temper's up. She'll be ower it by tomorrow nicht." 
li 
3 
,, 
'I 
I 
I! 
Most o:f' the youths ae;reed with David and theyc-'m~o:;,v:,:ed~~a;;:::b,;;OU;:;t~== 
I 
II, 
I 
:I 
• 
,, 
'!setting ready to 
,,whose brown eyes 
leave. But one of them, a lumbering six-footeri ,, 
seemed hidden under his brows, pushed toward 
ii 
IIDavid • " Dae ye think she meant it ?" he asked. 
i! 
David's frown changed to a scowl when he turned and saw 
'I 
1: 
,, 
li i! 
i' 
,I 
i~who 
li the speaker was. 
11 What dae ye think, Jamie ?" he snapped. ';j 
I'" Ye 1 ve know her longer than any o' us. 11 
1: 
:I 
I' 
I I 11 She looked unco angry," said Jamie, wrinkling his fore- 1i 
jjhead so that the eyebrows met. 
i:ambl.ed away. 
" ,, 
He shook his large head as he 
!I The group broke up into smaller groups in which each 
1: 
I' 
:jyouth argued the impossibility of his leaving Edinburgh and 
:I 
!I Joining an army of uncivilized highlanders. They straggled out 
I' 
!iof the door and scattered in twos and threes. They walked or , 
i: 1 I[ 
:1rode away from Buchanan House, down the infield road to the hightr 
I' ·, 
I way and departed toward Edinburgh, Pennycuik, Rosslyn or Dalkei tl;l.. 
Big Jamie Randolph was the last to leave Buchanan House. 
I,He left alone, barging out of the door and filling its ;f'rame 
I, 
!,with his bulk. 
As he walked to the hitching post where his lean mare was:, 
tethered, the horse began to neigh and paw the ground. He 
quickened his step. When he came beside the mare she nuzzled 
his cheek. 
house. 
called 
" There then, Meg, lass, 11 he said, stroking her nose. 
1 The "infield" consisted of the vegetable plots near 
The ~astures and woodlands, beyond the infield, were 
the outfield" or "outfields". 
thei 
I 
4 
" I ken ye appreciate me leavin 1 ter t.ae gang hame early tonichti~ 
,, 
Ye luve auld Jamie when he's guid t.ae ye, dae ye no ?" 
The mare whinnied and rubbed against him. ,, 
II 
" But och, Meg," he said as he untied the II I j, reins. We rei 
' ,, ,, 
in tae it noo. Arlena's temper hasna impr-roved any at a'. " 
He threw the reins back on to Meg's neck, swung a heavy ' 
leg over her rump and seated himself in the saddle. Meg gri ttedi
1 
her teeth and braced herself' as her middle sagged under his 
bulk. She plodded along the narrow rutted road to the highway 
and then turned in the direction of' Edinburgh. Once on the 
highway, Jamie told her of' the evening 1 s episode and Arlena 1 s 
, ultimatum. 
I 
i 
11 So there ye hae the stoey, Meg," he said. " And what 
ij 
! 
I 
I auld Jamie is tae dae the noo is mair than he knows. I luve thei 
mony a time, and I 
I 
:lass 
li 
'I there's 
I, 
I' 
1 ott t.ae 
ye ken that. weal, tor I've told ye 
naethin' I wudna dae tor tae make her mine. But gang1n1 
the h1elands t.ae Join up 11'1 1 a rash young man and h1a 
:1w1ld h1elanders is an awfy lot tae ask." 
II 
il Meg made no answer. She was weighing the matter Judici-
li 
ously no doubt. They plodded along in silence until the report 
a distant. pistol shot made Jamie sit erect in his saddle. 
I 
li sound 
" Hist lass," he whispered. " What was that ? 11 
He cocked his ear and heard taint shouts. 
11 Wheeaht, Meg, 11 he said. " Gang a bit taster. 
1 
like the sorners are oot ton1oht.." 
II 
li ----=-1--m_a_r_a-ud-:-ers 
'i 
5 
He loosened his toot from the stirrup and kicked Meg on 11 
the flank. Meg stopped, turned and eyed him with a frosty stare~ 
li 
" Meg -- move on -- I hevna a pistol w1 1 me ~ 11 he shouted~ 
Meg drew her legs forward, sloping her back as though she 11 
!Were about to sit on her haunches. Jamie had to leap from his 
'I 
1: 
l1 saddle to save himself from tipping backward. 
11 Ooh, lass, 11 he said. " I 1 m sorry I kicked ye, Meg." 
, Apparently satisfied with the apology, Meg let him re-
!i 
!imount. 
Jamie sighed. 11 Aweel, gang as ye wull, Meg, 11 he said. 
11 
:ie're a mare and like a' the lassies ye maun hae yer ain way." 
The mare's pace quickened and they heard no more of the 
, sorners as they passed over the open fields between Pennycuik 
1: 
:1and Edinburgh. Once in the outskirts of the city Jamie headed 
I . 1 
:"'eg along St. Mary's wynd. They followed the street until they 
entered the Leith wynd where he stabled Meg tor the night. 
Having made Meg comfortable, Jamie told her he loved her 
as much as he loved Arlena and bade her goodnight. Turning out 
or the Leith wynd he walked back to the NetherbowPort. There 
he answered the guard's challenge, passed through the gate and 
strode up cobblestoned High Street. Across from the Mercat Crosf 
1
he entered a gabled house or eight storeys and climbed the 
. flights or stairs to his top floor room. As he unlocked the door:i 
he heard the town guards call ten o' clock, the hour of ourtew. il 
I! 
'! Seated on the edge ot his bed he tugged at his boots. It 
l street 
2 originally, the Market Cross 
6 
was a fine muddle, he thought. He'd been in love with Arlena 
rnearly all his life. Now, if he didn't join the Prince's army 
he would be no nearer to winning her hand than when he was 
twenty, six years ago. 
,j 
II In the last twelve years, he recalled, there had been 
lnothing he had failed to do for her-- except give up Meg. Severa 
I 
!times Arlena had suggested he buy a better looking horse, But 
1
ithe bony old mare had been a present from his father and he had 
I 
·steadfastly refused to part with her. 
II 
I[ 
Dangling his boots in his hand, Jamie remembered the ' 
,, 
only II 
., 
[other time he had not yielded to Arlena. That event had occurr~ 
II twelve years ago, when she was nine and he fourteen. They had li 
playmates in Edinburgh. She had been the lea4 
II 
er in their games even though he was an oaf of a boy who towere1 
pver his 11 ttle sorceress. She had refused to tolerate him if ~~ 
lie balked at carrying out her demands. II 
II ~eod lo:::.•:r•::.::':; ::~::::..::.::"::.:::~:her ~ 
~m. " We'~ going to play Mary, Que~ ot Sooto," ohe had toldi, 
i Jamie nodded. 11 How -- how dae we play that ? 11 
rl II I'll tell you," the little Arlena said. II But first 
~~ 've got to go into the house and change my gown~ 
I' ,, 
II I! vlhile Jamie waited he tried to remember his history 
~~essons. Mary was a queen, he recalled, who was beheaded. Four- I] 
II 
een-year-old Jamie had begun to worry by the time Arlena re- I! 
' 
urned, dressed in a blood-red gown and carrying a hatchet in he 
7 
"hand ji • 
" Noo we' re ready to 
ower here tae the middle o' 
begin," she said. " Bring yon 
1 
~~ 
I! 
block'. 
the close and set it on end." 
Jamie had heaved and pushed at the block while Arlena ex-1! 
plained the game.. She would walk to the block, utter Mary or 
[scotland's last words and lay her head on the block. Jamie 
]'i would then cut her head ott. 
I. 
He became frightened. " But Arlena," he pleaded. " It's 
I 
get tin~ 
·' 
I! !i no recht for ye tae be playin' the part o' a Catholic and 
!.I 
i: yer heid chopped orr." 
I. i I 
I 
Arlena flung the hatchet do~ " Either you do as I tell[! 
•' 
ye or I won't speak tae ye again-- ever." She was ready to 
stamp into the house. 
Jamie shuffled his teet and gave in. lie picked up the 
hatchet and tearfully stood by the block. Arlena approached the 
place ot execution, knelt and tilted her race upward, closing 
her brown ey ea. 
! ~ 
' 
"'Even,'" the little martyr said, "' as thy arms, 0 II Jesus~ 
was spread here upon the cross so receive me into they arms or 
mercy and forgive me all my sins.' Now, Jamie, you kneel beside 
me and I'll forgive ye for killin' me." 
Jamie knelt beside her. 
'" I f'org1 ve you, ' " she said, "' w1 th all my heart, f'or 
·now, I hope, you shall make an end to ail my troubles.'" 
Arlena laid her head on the block. With her hand she 
1 alley 
8 
brushed away the brown curls from the nape of her neck, leaving 
11 it white between the brown of her hair and the scarlet dress. 
!IJamie arose and fumbled with the hatchet. He looked at the 
I 
!white neck and the mass of curls on the block. He flung the il 
il I, II 
'!hatchet aside. 
II 11 I wullna dae it, Arlena," he said. He stood 
I, 
]I 
twitching II 
,, 
lhis hands and shuffling his feet. His face was 
II 
long and trouble~. 
1: I with anger, and 'i 
il 
She jumped up, her whole body trembling 
I 
lput her hands on her little hips. 
I 
I shouted. 
11 Then gang awf4 1 hame, 11 she 
Jamie, with his hands in his breeches' pockets, walked 
out of the close. He looked back before he turned into the 
!street and 
jlher hips. 
saw her standing beside the block with her hands on 
II 
Still sitting on the bed1 he shuddered at his recollec-
I' 
I! I' 
li 
!I 
I' il 
,, 
I I, 
I' 
I' 
II 
li 
II 
!! 
ltions. 
I 
But, he thought, for his stubbornness on that day twelvej 
his bonnie Arlena might have joined Mary of Scotland 
II years ago, 
in heaven. 
I 
Arlena would have nothing to do with him for months 
!that incident, he recalled. 
I 
He had tried several times to make 
lup with her but each time had had to shuffle away in answer to 
]her defiant 11 Wanta play Mary, Queen of Scots ? 11 Then he had 
!given up trying to be friends and had been a lonely, dispirited 
,jboy. 
One day, however, she had come to the close beside his 
house. She had smiled at him and bounced a golf ball against 
the wall. Laughin , she ran after the rebound, caught the ball 
"10 
~===<c==== 
· and threw it at him. He threw it with all his might asainst th~' 
i 
I'! 
I· 
I' 
wall and they ran after the ball laughing and Jostling each 
other. 
Jamie dropped his boots to the floor. 
"Wheesht, it's late," he muttered. 
j' rolled 
He began stripping o~t his doublet and breeches. As he 
down his knee hose he smiled to recall how glad he had 
:been to make UP the quarrel with Arlena twelve years aso. His 
countenance brightened as he snuffed out the candle and crawled 
into bed. 
The next morning Jamie wandered about the cloth shop 
]'which his father had willed to him three years aso. He bumped 
i' li clumsily asainst the crude spinning wheels in the shop before 
' 11 finding a task. Paying no attention to the linen he was wrap-
li ping, he knocked over a tray of lace frills. 
I 
: " Whaur' s yer mind today, Jamie ?" MacNaughton snapped. 
" Can ye no mind what ye' re doing ?" 
Jamie sighed and bent his great bulk to pick up the 
frills. MacNaughton, his dead father's partner, was the man who'i 
! made the business profitable. The dour, gray haired MacNaughton 
•I 
I had been the nearest thing to a father for Jamie for the last 
:i 
three years. 
Leaving the linen still unwrapped, Jamie began to sort 
,., some tartan ribbons. ne thought of bow surprised Arlena would 
i be when he volunteered to fight for the Prince. He smiled as hej 
,, . 
I ~ I imagined her adoring eyes looking up at him and left the r1bbonSi 
I unassorted to return to the linen. 
" Set yer mind on yer task, Jamie !" MacNaughton snapped. 
Jamie dolefully observed his partner. He puckered his 
brow and scratched under his wig with his index finger. Old Mao~ 
he thought, was in a bad mood this morning. He'd better wait 
I until the afternoon to tell him he was going to fight for Prince .. 
I' charlie. 
Late in the afternoon, MacNaughton, in a better frame of' 
mind for having made some highly lucrative saln, said to Jamie: 1! 
11 Have ye heard that the Young Pretender has left Glen Finnan 
and is marching east wi 1 his hielanders ? 11 
He peered at Jamie over his spectacles. 11 What 1 s wrong 
lad ? 11 he asked, " ye' re gaping and blinking like ye were dart. 
What 1 s wrong wi 1 ye today ? 11 
11 I'm gangin' tae -- tae Join the Prince, 11 said Jamie, 
choking out the words. 
MacNaughton's eyeballs bulged as he stared at Jamie. 
11 It's that fool lass ! 11 he roared. The veins stood out on his 
neck and his face flushed. " It's Arlena's fool notion ! Guid 
Lord, man, will ye niver stop letting her send ye on fools' 
errands ? Dae ye mind the time ye were seventeen running ott 
tae sea and com1n 1 back starved and nigh deid ? And a 1 for one 
o' her fool ideas !" 
The reference to his stowing away on a ship because Ar-
lena wanted him to be an adventuresome sailor made Jamie blush. 
II 
He shifted his feet uneasily, remembering he had been put ashorei1 
1 ~~ 
1 in Glasgow and had had to walk home the fifty odd miles. 11 I I 
. :1 
MacNaughton stuck his face near Jamie's. 11 What dae ye I 
I • 
ll 
,, think ye' re gaun tae gain by it ? 11 he snapped. 11 The Young Pre-
1' 
II 
II 
j! 
tender will be defeated as soon as Cope catches him and ye' ll be',l 
proscribed and hanged for a traitor. What in the Lord's Holy 
';'.Name did ye promise t.hat for ? 11 
' 
The jowls around Jamie's cleft chin tightened. His body 
stiffened under the barrage. 
11 Did she say she'd marry ye ?" MacNaughton bellowed. 
1 
11 What. aboot the rest o' the callans courtin 1 her -- dae ye 
1 think she's gaun tae throw them ower because ye' re f1ght1n' for 
''the Stuarts ? Answer me, ye stupid lout, is she gaun tae marry 
? II ye 
2 
He took Jamie's silence for an answer. 11 Then mak siccar 
,·she's no lying tae ye ! " he roared. 
1: 
Jamie's face lengthened as he watched MacNaughton stamp 
jlaway. He felt sorry for having upset the old man and wished he 
,
1 
could realize how much he loved Arlena. As he fumbled with some 
,, 
'linen Jamie wondered how he could make MacNaughton see something: 
,, 
I, i,,good about his enlisting. 
"Och, noo, Mac," Jamie said to him after awhile. 11 It'll, 
:i 
: 1no be sae bad. Ye can give oot that I've gone tae Montrose or 1 ! 
jiDundee on 
I 
' business and there'll be naught tae tell the differenc~. 
' 
,If Prince Charlie wins back the crown we'll be on the recht side :1 
,. 
if the Whigs win naebudy will ken I've been awa' • 11 
11 And if ye're killed in battle ? 11 MacNaughton growled. 
~Did Arlena consider that ? 
', 
1 youths 
2 make sure 
12 
• 
I 
I 13 
I' II 
i! 
Having no answer, Jam1e tumbled w1 th his key chain and 
I' then walked away. He stood in 
,!, 
out on the West Bow where the 
the doorway ot the shop and gazed 
,, 
train of people, horses and sedan 'i 
,I 
became a Jumble or his own emotions. ., chairs 
il 
1.1 Arl.yway, the die was cast, Jam1e thought. He reasoned thaj~ 
. he could not back out ot enlisting now that he had told MacNau~~ 
ton. de would tell Arlena that he, tor one, would go to tight 
for the Prince. It would put him above and even eliminate some 
ot her other suitors, he reckoned. It none of the others en-
llisted he m1ght even be able to extract some promise from her. 
i; 
!i 
I! What he would have her promise he didn't know. Fighting in a 
,j battle for her seemed and yet didn1 t seem sufficient to ask her · 
1.' I' 
: to marry him. I! 
I 
:I 
Jamie left the shop early. He slipped out when MacNaugh-i' 
ton wasn't watching for fear the old man would delay him by ask-.: 
ing him to tally the day's accounts. He hurried along the West 
~;Bow, turned into the Land Market and then made his way to his 
lodgings, opposite the Mercat Cross. 
Still puzzling whether or not to ask Arlena to marry him 
I he walked into the dining-room where these thoughts were jarred 1 1
1 
ij 
, by the sight of salmon on his plate. He joined the other boardets 
'i in grumbling about the cloying fish and when the landlady enter~ 
the room told her it was food unfit even for animals. But al-
though he complained and threatened to eat elsewhere if she 
1 
, ved salmon again he reached for a second portion. 
ii 
ser-j
1 
II ,, 
I' 1 Because of its abundance, Scottish laborers in the earl~ 
11 18th Century went on strike if they were served. salmon too often' 
=l= 
While washing down the salmon with t1ppenny Jamie over-
heard two boarders gossiping. tie pricked up his ears when he 
heard them mention the names of several gallants who had said 
One of the boarde, 
told of an engraver named Robert Strange who had to enlist be- 1', 
1: 
cause his fiance~ threatened to break their betrothal if he re- !I 
they were going to fight for Prince Charlie. 
fused. When the gossipers changed to another subject Jamie 
breathed more easily; none of the gallants whom they had men-
tioned was courting Arlena. 
After he left the dining-room Jamie went upstairs and 
:I 
;i changed his clothes. Taking off his tie-wig, he slapped 1 t 
ii 
li lightly to knock off the dust and lint, reset the wig over his 
close-cropped hair and left the room. 
At Meg's stable he found the mare feeling in fine fettle. 
He persuaded her into a fast trot when they had passed from St. 
Mary's wynd into the countryside. The countryside they passed 
1: through was bare; patches of oats and kale grew near cotters' 
' i huts beside the road but the land farther away was barren. A 
,. 
,; few cattle, fat on the summer's forage, and here and there a 
tree or cairn was all that pocked the distant wasteland. 
In an hour's time they came in sight of Buchanan House. 
It was a renovated castle, set on the crest of a brae. Two 
wings projected from the sides of a tower, the remnant of the 
castle. The house and lands were considered to be an estate by 
the owner but the place was actually more like a farm. Part of 
1 ale 
I 
'I 
I 
14 
:lthe wings of the house were used as stables. There were no 
'I iilawns, flower gardens or parks in the vicinity. Instead, an in-
1: 
! field of vegetable gardens and an outfield of rocks, grass and 
!thistles made up the area. 
Old Buchanan, an Edinburgh lawyer, had acquired the manor: 
through b1s connections with Sir Richard Steele's commission 
wb1oh disposed of the estates forfeited by the lairds who had 
1 
" gone out " in '15. In other li t1gations resulting from the 
:: 
rebellion old Buchanan had made a fortune -- as fortunes want in! 
I 
the Scotland of 1745. In 1742, having reached the age of seven-, 
ty, he had retired to his estate and given up b1s home and prac-', 
tics in Edinburgh. 
Jamie had secretly rejoiced over the Buchanan&' moving 
to the country. No more, he had reckoned, could Arlena flirt 
in the Land Market w1 th every young callan or walk down the High;i 
Street surrounded by beaus. But 1 t hadn't turned out that way. j1 
1, Instead, her suitors rode out avery 
,, 
,, 
I! 
night in the week, trampling': 
I old Buchanan's infield and monopolizing h1 s fireplace. And 
whenever Arlena went into Edinburgh, her sedan chair was sur-
rounded by men. 
As far as Jamie could see, b1s only strong points in the 
competition for Arlena's hand lay in the facts that they had bee~ 
,, 
lifelong playmates and that she still loved to tease him. or 
~ ! 
course, old Buchanan did favor him over Arlena's other suitors 
l gone out" was the phrase used in referring to those wh 
participated in the rebellion of 1715. The 1 15 was a short-lived, 
15 
uprising engineered by the Earl of Mar and James VIII ( uncrowne , 
=====11'='' o::,;f~S:,;:c:,;:o=tland ) , father of Bonnie Prince Charlie_;,• =~=== === ==#===== 
1: because he owned a prosperous cloth shop. And the old man's 
I 
, favor a1lowed him to see Arlena alone, a privilege forbidden to 
his competitors; but somehow, Jamie thought sadly, he had never 
been able to make much of it. 
[i 
'I II 
" Howsomever, fulfillment of yon request, Meg, may yet 
win the lass," he said as she turned off the highway. 11 --If 
musketba1l doesna pit an end tae us first." 
a [i 
I 
' il I, 
While tying Meg to a hitching post Jamie noticed that 
there was only one horse in front of Buchanan House. Usually byl[ 
,, this time there were several. He went into the house where Ar- I 
lena was sitting in her high-backed chair beside an undersized 
lad and a servant. 
Arlena's face was gloWing. " Come in and wait for the 
others," she said, dismissing the servant with a wave of her 
hand. 
When Jamie had seated himself on a stool she said; 
" We're waiting for the others to come with their answers. So 
dinna tell me yours the noo. Archie here wanted to go and join 
Prince Charlie but I won't let him. It's plain to see he canna 
go with his clubfoot and a•, though it's braw o' him tae offer 
and he may come and see me anytime he wishes." 
Archie smiled a pleased, silly smile; he was only a boy 
1
! of seventeen. Jamie nodded, secretly understanding that Archie 
I· 
! was there only because Arlena • s vanity compelled her to be sur-
,, 
· rounded by courtiers even though WOlle were of poor quality. 
" Have ye heard any more about the Prince 'l" Arlena ask-
ed. 
16 
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11 Aye -- that he's left Glen Finnan and is marching 
I
I east," Jamie answered. " They dinna ken just whaur -- some sayil 
!: 
I he's gaun tae the northeast, tae Inverness, and others that he's 
I' 
II 
,I 
'\ 
" You see -- he's a good general, 11 Arlena said. 11 John- 1'1 
gangin' intae Argyll, and others that he hasna moved at a'." 
ny Cope and his redcoats wullna know where to move. I was 'i 
thinking only today that the Prince is very much like Alexanderf] 
II the Great. 11 11 
For a dull space the three of them tried to chat. Jamie 
II I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
wished the silly Archie would go home. As the shadows grew 
,, 
longer Arlena began to walk up and down the room, swirling her li 
I skirt as she turned. 
:I 
"Jamie, what's happened to them? Where can they be ? 11 li 
I! 
I! she cried for the seventeenth time. 
i 
,, 
Jamie could only answer that he didn't know. He had not1! 
,, 
seen Jock Hamil ton, nor Andy Galbraith nor any of the others ~~ 
today. But some of them must be com1ng1he told her. Inwardly 
he gloated. 
" They haven't the courage to fight, 11 she said. " And 
they haven't the courage to come and tell -- " 
The drumming of hoofbeats coming up the brae interrup-
ted Arlena. Jamie's hopes sank. Following her to the door, hei 
saw a rider dismount and tie his horse to a post. I It was the I, 
I! 
'i !: ruddy.complexioned David. 
" Where are a' the rest o' the lads, David ?" 
asked. 
Arlena 
II 
I' 
II 
David didn't answer until he had seated himself on a 
!, 
stool and stretched his long legs. Then he said, 11 Weel, the il 
,, 
I 
bone o' the matter is that nane of them feels like fighting forl,l, 
the Prince." li 
t: 
r' II And they didn It dare tell me ! II Arlena glanced scorn- ''I 
1
'!.1 fully away. 11 They wouldn 1 t make soldiers, 11 she said. 11 The II 
'i pack o' knaves ! 11 !1 
l'1 
11 They were afraid of having you lose your temper again,~ 
\'1 David said. 11 Perhaps Jamie will gang aff fer ye ? 11 11\ 
'! 11 At least he has the courage to come and tell me, 11 Ar- ii 
)lena retorted. " And you, David, I suppose ye 1 11 volunteer to j! 
II H l\1,1 enlist with your true Prince ? 
[l David stretched his long legs and yawned. A smile play-j! 
rl ed at the corner of his mouth. It I had never entertained the Ill 
ii slightest notion of doing so, 11 he answered. 'II I I 
11 Jamie had gloated because none of his rivals would fight II 
II for the Prince. But this conceited, florid-faced ass, he lj 
I
I thought, was treating Arlena unbearably. Jamie clenched his It 
" 
I 
fists. He started to rise but stOpped when he saw Arlena flounc1 
II up. :1 
I 
11 In that case ye may as weal gang noo, 11 she snapped. 
II 
, David 1 s ruddy face paled but his jaw tightened. He man-li 
I II 
I 
aged to give Jamie a wan smile. " Hell hath no fury -- " he 11, 
1l 
I' began in a feeble voice. '' 
11 For I 1ve no notion tae listen to your blather tonicht ! 11 
He seemed to shrink under Arlena's gaze as he slunk out 
18 
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:I· ~the door. Jamie watched Arlena stand with her arms akimbo un- i, 
1 til the hoofbeats of David's mount could be heard 
' 
drumming doJ! 
,, 
I the brae. 
'I 
,, 
,, 
Arlena sat down. "Vain, redfeathered peacock," she 
muttered. Her mouth puckered in a pout. 
II I I think I'd better gang noo tae Pennycuik," 
II 
1: 
I' 
'I 
'I 
~~~. Archie said. 
Her tight lips gave way to a smile as she looked at 
I, 
I' 
'I I 
him. II 
I 
I 
1! 
li 
II 
,I 
'I 
i 
I 
II 
"All right," she said. " You may come back anytime, Archie. 
il 
Thank ye for offering to go with the Prince -- but I cudnae I 
ask it of ye." 
When she returned from bidding Archie goodbye her head 
was drooping and she walked listlessly. Once seated in her 
chair she stared with misted eyes at the fire. " It's my ain 
fault," she said. " I shouldn't have lost my temper last 
nicht." 
Jamie scraped his foot on the flagstones of the hearth 
I 
,, 
and scratched at his wig so that he pulled it over to one side. ji 
I 
II II Arlena, II he said. II Ye hevna asked me for an answer yet. II !i 
11 From the cloudy way she looked at him he guessed she ill 
l1 was trying to read his thoughts. The poor wee tyke, he thought~ 
I! r: I was downcast because her plans had gone to naught. He arose II 
I and sat down on a stool near her chair. 11 
" I ' n gang il 
11 
" I -- I made up my mind today," he said. 
aff tae join Prince Charlie for ye -- tomorra." 
" His voice quivered but he felt exultant. IHe felt proud, I 
roud of himself as he had been when he was a boy after per-
i 
I )20 
i torming some teat of' strength before her. 
j! . 
He watched the moody ' 
I, 
': expression of' her face soften into pleased surprise. 
1,, 
"Why Jamie, thank ye," she said. "But you can't go--
you have your shop tae attend to." 
" Mac will tal!: care o' it," Jamie said in an expansive 
tone. "He's angry noo about my going but tomorra he wullna 
mind. He doesna really need there onyway." 
" But -- but Jamie," Arlena said. " Ye've -- ye've al-
ways been sae guid tae me." 
He could see the pleasure in her eyes. 
j: ish grin, awkward and sheepish, spread across his face. 
1: 
"Weel," he said after a long interval. 
,, 
" Meg and I will!! 
'I 
be gangin' in the morning." 
I 
" Meg ?" she aSked. 11 Oh Jamie, you're not going to ridell 
on Meg to Join the Prince are ye ?" 
11 Why, why of' course, 11 Jamie answered. 
11 You won't look like much of' a knight on her," Arlena 
' warned, as though wanting to say more yet not daring to be too 
~ ! 
'Iii critical. 
" Aweel, ye ken how it is, 11 Jamie said. " Meg and I hae 
been together mony a year noo and I cudns bear tae part wi' her. 
Besides, she kens my commamlli:and she's a faithful old lass." 
He saw Arlena start to say something but stop herself'. 
(\, , He frowned and looked down at the keychain he was twisting 
)i around his finger. ·He thought he'd better change the subject. 
I I 
' 
11 The Prince is a fine lad f'rae all I ve heard tell o' 
" 
II him, " he said. 11 I 1 11 be proud tae f'i8cht tor him. 11 
! 
' 
'I h 
" I've nae doot but what the Highlanders will beat John-1
1 
' 
Arlena nodded. I 
II 
I I' 
II 
I! 
lny Cope in battle, 11 he said. 
She smiled. 
11 It wullna be long afore we seize Edinburgh," Jamie 
said. 
11 I think it's grand o' ye, Jamie," Arlena said, the 
I! 
I 
II, 
II 
li 
shadow Meg cast having passed. 
li 
'I 11 To think o ' ye going off and li 
fighting for the Prince. He's a gallant young man and a good 1\ 
II 
I general. We 111 see him in Holyrood Palace yet and then the jj 
i\ others will flock tae join him -- and you 1 11 be their commander !i 
I i' 
and make them do all sorts of things so they 1 11 wish they had i' 
'I 
I 
' 
joined up wi' you. 0, won't it be braw ? There 1 11 be a 1 sorts ~~ 
II 
of balls at the palace -- and you 1 11 be one o 1 the Prince 1 s [I 
courtiers." 
il 
1: 
1: 
II 
Her face flushed with excitement. 11 But Jamie," she 
said, turning and facing him. " When ye gang intae battle be 
11 
sure and take o' yourself." 
The boyish grin spread across his face again. " Aye, I 
I' wull, 
I 
Arlena, 11 he said. 11 Never fear, lass, ye ken how strong , 
I 
\[I am. II 
1: 
I'll -- I'll mak oot a' recht." 
He got up. " I maun be gangin 1 noo, 11 he said. " I 111 
' I 
leave tomorra. I 111 hae an awfy lot o 1 hard riding tae get to ;I 
Prince." 
She arose and walked to the door with him. 
radiant. Her hand touched the sleeve of his coat. 
1! 
I' 
!I I. 
Her face was li 
'I I. 
11 I wudna care tae hae my leavin' bruited aboot," he sai<t 
I 
I, 
I 
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11 Not till the Prince has mair troops than he has the noo, 11 ~== 
11 
11 I won 1 t say a word, 11 she said. 11 Not till the Prince li 
" 
fl marches triumphantly in tae Edinburgh. 11 
I 11 Just say I've gone aff tae Dundee on business, 11 he ~if anyone should ask." 
11 Jamie stood at the doorway not knowing what else to say 
ij 
I 
I· 
't I 
I 
!before he squeezed through its frame. She 
I 
suddenly flung her I 
\arms around his neck and pulled herself up on him, pressing the !i 
II 
il enormous hoop of her skirt against his waist. 
·I 
II 11 Thank you, Jamie, 11 she said. She kissed him on the 
lips. His clumsy hands reached to grasp her but she wiggled 
'away and fled from the hall into the house. 
Running into the yard Jamie snatched off his cocked hat 
and threw it high in the air. It landed on the ground. He 
,I grunted as he bent to pick it up. 
II 
I, 
i: 
'I 
't 
tl 
i 
li 
:I 
li 
.! 
1
1 
11 Ho Meg, 11 he shouted. 11 That's done it noo. 11 " ., He slap- 'I 
li the mare on the rump so hard she staggered. [ped 
I His ebullition lasted halfway to Edinburgh before a 
I 
thought occurred to him. " Domn,Meg~ he said. 11 I didna mind 
tae ask her tae marr-ry me ! 11 
I 
I' ,I
II 
In the afternoon of September 9th, a comical looking fi-
1gure rode amongst Bonnie Prince Charlie's Highlanders in their !i 
,I 
camp outside Perth. The rider was big and so heavy that he bul- il 
!! 
ged over his saddle. His lanky mare sagged at the middle be-
i!neath him. The Highlanders, busy in preparation for a march, 1i 
!stopped to point at the pair, then snicker and jabber in Gaelic. I! 
II i! 
j! Jamie stopped a Highlander from time to time and asked 
l~im, " Can ye tell me whaur I 1 11 find Prince Charlie ? 11 Some-
jjtimes the interrogated person pointed out directions to follow !I 
'b~t more often he only shrugged his shoulders, said something in [j 
I· 
elic and made motions that he did not understand lowland Scots,! 
I ~ I " We 1 re gaun tae hae a fair time o 1 it in the army, Meg, 11 :i 
,! I. 
~am1e said. " There's ony a few here kens oor language and what!! 
1 ti 
)we '11 dae in battle is mair than I can tell. 11 11 
II i 
! 
,I 
He halted Meg and wiped the perspiration from his face I' 1: 
1: 
Jfth his coat sleeve. His clothes were mudstained and worn, 'I 
IFvidence of his long ride from Edinburgh. He had left Edinburgh j1 
lpn August 30th, as he had promised, but owing to the uncertain- 11 
il ~ies of the Prince 1 s whereabouts he had been constantly delayed. 11 
~e had had to avoid companies of English foot soldiers stationed 111 
~~hroughout the countryside who might not understand why an Edin- I 
~urgh cloth merchant was wandering about the highlands in time 
,I 
f rebellion. But no one had stopped him ; learning of the 
rince's arrival in Perth he had at last made his way to the 
camp. 
Another group of Highlanders pointed at Jamie and Meg, 
then gawked and burst into laughter. Jamie sighed. " Yon men 
I dinna seem to think much o' us as fighting men, Meg," he said. 
" But I canna say they're much tae look at either." 
There was no doubt they were an ill-favored bunch; un-
kempt and poorly clothed, some dressed only in smocks while 
others were clad in ragged breeches or kilts. Most of them did : 
not wear shoes. The weapons they ware cleaning were of poor 
quality, often nothing more than an old claymore or scythe. 
" Noo wha might they be ?" Jamie asked of a dwarfed High-!l 
lander who was polishing a blunderbuss. He pointed to a group " 
of men walking amongst the Highlanders. In contrast to the ones!: 
near him, these others were tall and strong looking, with equip-: I 
that matched their appearance. Their kilts and doublets were i! 
1 ' 
ornamented with silver buttons and cairngorms mounted on brooche~. 
" All carried basket-hilted swords and some even had silver pistolt 
:: 
butts protruding at their belts. ! 
2 
nYD·" 
The man with the blunderbuss muttered, " liB a1!l Sasse-
"Them," said 
3 11 Phrisona .. -.-
Jamie, pointing at the group. 
4 
Tear1agh~ Qg," the dwarf said. 
" Phr --who ?" asked Jamie, leaning over Meg's neek. 
! 
··the 
1 A brown and yellowish crystal found on Ben Cairngorm i%1j~ 
Grampiana, Scotland. :1 
2 "I have no English." 1 
3 Prince il 
4 Bonnie Young Charles or Fair Young Charles I! 
I 
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The dwarf repeated his words. 
" It's no the Prince is it?" Jamie asked. 
As the men approached him, Jamie saw that they paid 
,, 
ii 
i! 
il 
especial attention to one of their number. 
" 'I 
The favored man was li 
I 
about twenty-five years old. He was dressed in a kilt and a 
doublet from which a plaid draped over his shoulder. On his 
breast was the eight-pointed star of the Order of St. Andrew. 
Ji 
I. 
I! 
II 
II 
!The youth's expression was somewhat melancholy 
lled at his companions. 
even when he smi- 1 : 
II When the Prince came closer, Jamie observed the small 
!features of his face, the delicate nose and the small mouth, the 
jfine arched eyebrows; features inherited from his Polish mother, 
I I [the Princess Clementina Sobieska. Jamie noted, too, the blue rl 
leyes of the Prince and the fair hair combed over the front of hil 
j ig. j, 
I
I A bearded chieftain stepped forward and stopped Jamie as II 
,r 
I e approached the Prince's retinue. " What is it ye want ? 11 he 1[ 
I 
I 
i 
asked, looking Jamie up and down. 
" I've come tae offer my sword tae the Prince, 11 Jamie il 
jsaid. !J 
I The hairy chief burst out laughing. " Will ye hear him ? ·~ 
~e shouted to his companions. " Here' a a likely looking recruit li 
~or us !" fr 
j The chiefs gathered around Jamie, eyeing him and chucklin1· 
bese men had a right to laugh, Jamie thought. They were hoary I! 
Carriors of the north, brought up on the sound of the sword on ji 
b. targe and the wh1otle of the -•ketball '"''" the heather. I 
I 
ll 
He knew he did not look like a fighting man in his merchant's 
clothes or out of them either for that matter. But even as 
Jamie desponded, Prince Charles puahed his way toward him. 
" What goes on here ?" the Prince asked the Highlanders. 
" What does this man want, Aeneas ?" 
Aeneas, a young MacDonald, stopped laughing long enough 
to answer, " He wants tae Join W1 1 us, Your Royal Highness." 
The Prince made an impatient motion With his hand. " Is 
that any reason for m1rth ?" he asked in a stern tone. He turn~ 
to an elderly chieftain who stood beside him. " What think ye, 
• Loch1el ?" he asked. " Could we use this man and h1s mare !" 
Loch! el answered slowly, measuring his words. 11 Your 
Royal Highness oan use STery man who will fight for him. Since 
we are so short of oavalry we may well use the man and his 
. mare. 11 
The Prince turned back to Jamie. " What is your name andl 
'· 
whaur are ye from ? " he .asked. 
" Jamie Randolph, Your Royal Highness.. Come free Edin-
burgh," Jamie answered. 
1 
11 From Dunedin are ye ?" said the Prince, scrutinizing 
·.Jamie's broad features. 11 Weel. Ye may be back there soon." 
Prince Charles grasped a boy standing nearby. " Here, 
lad, ehow this gentleman tae the Horse Guards' quarters," he sai~. 
11 0 thank ye, Yer Highness ! " Jamie burst out. He made 
an awkward motion of bending on his knee. When he arose his 
l Edinburgh 
brown eyes shone with pleasure. He whipped out his sword and 
flourished it in the air. 
I 
" By St. Andra and his cross," Jamie bellowed. " I' 11 see'i 
. Yer Highness on Scotland's throne or die 1n the attempt ! " 
The startled chieftains and even the Prince himsel~ sta~ 
and then burst into gales of laughter as the boy led Jamie and 
Meg away. 
Two days later, on September 11th, Jamie rode out of 
·,Perth as part of the reconnoitering troop for the vanguard of 
. 
the army. The Prince, reenforced in Perth by the arrival of the 
Duke of Atholl, Viscount Strathallan, Lord George Murray, 011-
' 
i phant of Gask, the Chevalier Johnstone and their retainers, had 
:decided to take advantage of Sir John Cope's retreat to the 
northeast by striking into the lowlands. Once in the south, thel 
Jacobite leaders planned to capture Edinburgh and recruit sym-
1 pathetic lowland gentry. 
Jamie and a sandy-complexioned young man named Allan 
Douglas were paired ott as scouts. They rode side by side, 
keeping in sight of the vanguard.. 
Allan was dressed in a swaggering fashion. His coat was 
stiffened by wires so that it' .. ,!lared from his waist. His cuff's 
and pockets were square cut and large. He wore a Kevenhuller 
hat over a white-powdered bag-wig. Jamie saw that Allan had 
eyes as blue as Prince Charlie's, small nostrils and a strong, 
1 
Jutting chin. His bearing was erect and he rode easily in his 
saddle, as one accustomed to riding.. Jamie thought with ad-
miration that Allan looked like a professional soldier. He no-
,--
:uced Allan' a blue eyes good-naturedly measuring him. ii 
" Ye're no accustomed to soldiering are ye ?" Allan aske~~ 
I' 
11 No, 11 Jamie said. He was puf:t'ing a l1 ttle from bouncing! 
over the rough ground. 11 Ye are though -- are ye not ? " 
"Aye," the other answered. 11 I've been a soldier for 
the last six years." I, 
I 
11 Did ye desert f'rae the Whigs ?" Jamie asked. Since moBj~ 
., 
ot the Jacobites did not consider it desertion to abandon George: 
II' s army and join Prince Charlie in the 11 
called it, he thought Allan would take the 
And so Allan did. 
good cause ", as the~l' 
question in good partl 
II 
" .!f2n, .!!!2l! .IU..Jg, my fighting has a 1 been done against 
them," he said.. " I've been off fighting for King Louis, .lJ2 
l l.la.G-nll!i~ 
' 
Jamie nodded. Many o:f' the Jacobites had fought in the 
continental armies, particularly in those warring against the 
danoverians, since the Rebellion of '15. 
Allan went on to say he had been in the Battle of Fonte-
noy, fought only last spring. 11 Right in the thickest 
told Jamie. 11 'Twas the greatest battle fought against 
j, lish since the Hundred Years' War. 11 
o'it 11 hl\t , .,1 
'i 
the Eng- ii 
' ,, 
I 
11 Och, 11 Jamie said. 11 There was anither great battle 
: fought against the English just twa years ago that they won. 
: 
' 
i, Det -- how dae ye call it ?" 
11 Dettingen was naeth1n' but a skirmish," Allan snapped. 
1 Louis XV of' France -- Louis the well-loved. 
' 
11 We'd no hae lost it either if that fool De Noa1lles hadna let ij 
!I 
his men gang doon frae the heights ! " 11 
il 
Jamie noticed the sour look which had spread across Allan~s 
i face at the mention of the defeat and decided it was not wise to:: 
I 
discuss the subJect any longer. " Did ye come back frae France 
tae fight for the Prince ?" he asked. 
,, 
For a moment Jamie feared that Allan's frown meant he hsdl 
raised another sore question. But then Allan smiled and said, 
11 Weel. Yes and no. I was in Nantes when the news came o' Prince,, 
Charlie's landing tn Moidart. There were several gentlemen 
there at the time waiting to come ower so I says to them, ' 
don the white cockade and gang ower w1 1 ye ! 11 
I'll[i 
' 
He scrutinized Jamie for a minute or two. " If Prince 
Charlie wins the crown for his fi ther, 11 he said. 11 There's aye 
I I 
' 
tae be gained for them wha's fought w1 1 him. And there's aye th~ 
ii chance that plain Allan Douglas may become Sir Allan, or even : 
:I 
Douglas, Laird o' this or that -- though I hevna got mair than ali 
few bits o' siller fer my troubles thus far." 
" Wheesht, 11 Jamie said. " That's as guid a reason for 
onyone to Join up wi' Prince Charlie." 
" How did ye come tae Join then ? 11 Allan snapped. 
Allan laughed when Jamie told him of Arlena's ultimatum 
and how he had been her only suitor to enlist. "Wheesht, mon," 
1 he commented. 11 Ye maun be in luve w1 1 the lass tae dae sich a 
' I thing for her." 
11 Och aye," Jamie said. " I've luved her since we were 
baith wee bairns." 
Launching into the tale of h1s lifelong love for Arlena, 
he droned on and on until Allan f1!,lgeted in his saddle. 
Finally Allan interrupted. 11 Weel," he said. 11 It 1 s plai91 
tae see ye're in luve w1 1 yon lassie, for ye hevna anither 
i thought in yer heid. Noo the question is : does she luve ye ? 
I 
It comes to my mind there's ony one way tae find oot --ask her 
1: tae marry ye. If she wullna, then be domned and through w1' 
1. her. If she wull -- why then ye 1 ll bai th be happy. 11 
11 Weel -- mebbe I wull, 11 .Jamie said. " But Guid Lord, 
l 
Allan, if she wudna -- weel, my parritch wud taste cauld in my 
belly for the rest o' my life !" 
But Allan insisted there was only one way to do. 11 Aalt 
her, no tell her, 11 he said. 11 Show her whe the master is. 11 
Jamie mumbled the pros and cons of proposing to Arlena 
· until Allan became bored. When he paused Allan quickly began 
1 telling anecdotes of h1s experiences in King Louis 1 army. From 
1 
there he went on to a tale of h1s own life. ;I 
,! 
By the time they reached the Forth, two days after leavi~ 
I 
Perth, Jamie knew Allan's history from the day he had left h1s 
native Annandale to study law in Utrecht to the moment he joined
1 
Bonnie Prince Charlie's army. But Jamie had no complaints. He 
had roared at a score of stories which Allan told about m1litary 1 
'·life and amours in France and Spain. 
The beauties of Madrid and Paris, Allan said, were the 
loveliest in the world. 
l porridge 
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" Ye hevna seen the likes o' Arlena, 11 Jamie warned him. I: 
I 
Allan chuckled. 11 Hoot noo, Jamie, 11 he said. 11 Ye havenal! 
jseen 
II 
the lassies promenading in the wee villages in Catalonia. 1! 
I and Andalusia. or ye wudna. say that. 11 
' 
' ,, I 
,I 
lily. 
11 Ye wa.i t till ye've seen Arlena," Jamie answered dogged-li 
lr 
ii 
,, 
!I 
11 Och, ye're ony blathering, 11 Allan retorted. 11 There is-ij 
!I 
na. a. lass the likes o' what ye've said -- and she wudna. be in 
luve wi' ye if there were ! 11 
The vanguard of Bonnie Frince Charlie's army moved 
ward virtually unopposed. Most of the redcoats stationed 
Scotland had marched to the northeast with Sir John Cope while 
i 
the few located in front of the Frince's forces retreated as theil 
Highlanders advanced. On September 14th the main part of the i! 
larmy bypassed Stirling Castle and encamped at Falkirk. The 
I following day the Prince entered Linli thgow Palace, a favorite ri 
jsea.t of his ancestors. It was evident that the Prince meant to 1: 
lseize Edinburgh as soon as possible for on the 16th he moved to li 
lcorstorphine, only three miles from the capital. i:l 
II Jamie was overjoyed at the thought of riding Meg tri- I' 
l
'jumphantly into the city with Arlena there to see them. At the !! 
same time he was apprehensive, for if the city did not capitulat~ 
lthe Highlanders might have to beseige it. The Jacobites had al-ii 
I' 
ready received news that the citizens, under Professor Maclaurinli 
of the university, 
I 
attack. 
lr 
were strengthening the walls to withstand an 11 
II 
=r 
i 
II 
li 
II 
I• 
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The night of the 16th was a long one. Jamie saw couriersii 
'I 
I! dashing back and forth and emissaries arriving and departing forl 
I' 
' the city but could only guess at what was going on. Allan ex-
plained that the burghers and .l?rinoe were haggling over the terui!!l 
on which the oity was to be surrendered. 
11 Wheesht~ I hope they surrender," Jamie said. 11 I 
1.1 
!i 
I 
wudna . 
'twou* 
' 1 
' like at a 1 tae hae thalli fight in 1 in my cloth kraem. Domn, 
\I 
I! make an awfy mess." 
,I 
I' ji 
Allan laughed at Jamie's tears and promised if they 
fought for the city he would be the first to loot his store. Butii 
I 
Donald Cameron of Lochial and five hundred Camerons put an end 
to Jamie's worries by the simple stratagem of overpowering the 
i guards at the Netherbow Port and slipping into the city. When 
i 
1 Jamie awoke innthe morning of the 17th he, like the bur&3ers or 
! 
1 Edinburgh, learned that the Camerons were stationed everywhere 
in the city except the castle. 
II 
II 
!: 
That morning, after passing through Morningside, the 
Prince mounted a horse and rode up the Duke's Walk or the King' a, 
Park. At ten o' clock, with the Duke of Perth and Lord Elcho 
riding beside him, he entered the square in front of Holyrood 
•• Palace where throngs of people awaited, cheering and waving. 
!! Jamie, riding not far behind the Prince, looked everywhere for 
·.Arlena. 
11 I wonder whaur she can be ?" he bleated to Allan. 11 
be her fither wudna let her come in tae town. He wasna vurra 
l shop 
I 
!I 
II 
' 
, keen on Prince Charlie and his Hi slanders the last time I saw 
I him." 
Allan had little time to listen to Jamie. He was already 
engaged in making the acquaintance or three lassies. Jamie, 
seeing Allan flirt with the.prettieat of the three, rode OTer 
and wb.1spered in his ear, " Dinna try tae court her, Allan. 
She's betrothed tae Robbie Murdoch." 
i 
' Grinning, Allan wb.1spered back, " All the mair reason WhY., 
I should lay w1 1 her." 
-<~am1e shook his head as he rode away. He said to Meg, 
' " Sometimes I hae my doots aboot Allan, Meg. He's awry bad in 
some ways. But I dinna think he wud really try tae hurt the 
wee lassie." 
After a futile hunt for Arlena Jamie paused in front of 
. King James' tower, which flanks the main gate of Holyrood Palace~ 
:. Suddenly he heard something whistle through the air and a loud 
: explosion pushed him off Meg's back on to the ground. He sat 
, there, wondering what had happened. 
" Are ye hurt, Jamie 7" Allan asked and burst out laugh-
'ing. 
" I'm no hurt," Jamie said. " But what was that ? And 
what are ye laughing aboot ?" 
" 'Twas a ball shot doon trae the castle," Allan said. 
" Ye look sae runny si tt1ng there w1' yer w1g awry and yer heels, 
:1 in the air." ,, 
I : " The domn rascals 1" Jamie shouted. " Shoot1n' at me 
I' 
!! when I didna even hae my pistol oot ! " He shook his nat at 
======''=" -rr--
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, Edinburgh castle. 
nIt's too bad Arlena lena here," laughed Allan, H tae 
see her ' kn1ght ' fa' off his nag at the sound o' a cannon 
ball ! " 
to Och," Jam1e grumbled. to It lana worth a' the r1d1n1 
·· !boot we've done w1 thoot Arlena . being here." 
Nor could Jam1e gain satisfaction by r1d1ng out to see 
: Arlena. Because he was fam111ar w1 th Edinburgh he was at once 
I 
. put under Hurray of Broughton, Bonnie Prince Charlie's secretary, 
: to requisition supplies. He spent the rest of the day dashing 
• about the c1 ty making arrangements for the quartering of the 
:i 
! Highlanders who were to garrison Edinburgh. When Jamie finished i 
1 his duties 1t was well after dark. Tired and disappointed, he 
made his way to the White Horse Inn where his troop was quartere4. 
I 
il 
He entered into a small room by the stairs from the 1nn- 1 
yard. It was drafty and cold. A couple of candles spluttered 
'• on a window sill. Some of the members of his troop were sit-
, t1ng and lying on the straw covered floor while three men occu-
pied the only bed. 
" Jamie, ye lout," snapped one of the men sitting on the 
, floor. 11 Cud ye no hae arranged better quarters for us than 
' this ?" 
11 Aye. 'Tis yer ain troop an' ye've quartered twelve men 
' 1n one sma' room ! " another grumbled. 
" Why cud ye no hae p1 t us 1n the palace ?" a third ask- , 
I· ed sarcastically. 
" It wasna my idea," Jamie answered. He felt tired and ========~~==~~~~~ 
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'· discouraged. " Murray o 1 Broughton made me dae it." 
" Ye 1 re still a lout," replied the speaker9 a swarthy man, 
who smelled of ale. " Ye're big but ye hevna the brain o 1 a 
, mouse. 11 
Jamie grew angry. On top of a disappointing day he was 
., being berated for having done t.he best. he could. Reaching out~ ' 
, he seized his critic by the shoulders and dragged him to the 
''door where he let him fall backward down the stairs to the inn-,, 
yard. 
11 If ye dinna like the place I got ye, Wullie, try the 
' 
: stables ! " he shouted. 
Wullie came charging up the steps, brandishing a dirk in 
' his right hand. Jamie waited for him in the doorway. i'iullie 
!; struck with the dirk but Jamie parried it with his left arm. He, 
lunged with his right fist. Wullie's body made an arc before 
' landing again in the innyard. 
The other troopers had dashed to the door to see the 
'brawl. As Jamie reentered the room they moved back respectfully, 
letting him pass. 
" Wud -- wud some o' ye see that Wullie 1s taken to the 
infir-rmary ?" Jamie asked. His voice trembled. " I'm too 
tired tae dae it myself. Thank ye." 
He sat down on the bed which had been vacated during the ;, 
I, confusion and pulled off' his boots. 
" IJ.ey, that's my bed," one of the troopers said. 
11 Aye. 1 Twas," Jamie snapped. He stretched out, rolled 
' over and went to sleep while the other troopers convinced the 
L 
bedless fellow that he ought to sleep on the floor. 
On the next day, Jamie's commissary duties were not so 
onerous. After supper he walked toward the stables. 
asked. 
11 Ho Jamie, whaur are ye off tae noo ? 11 Allan called. 
11 Tae Arlena 1 s, 11 Jamie replied. 
11 Weel, are ye no gaun tae change yer clothes ? 11 Allan 
i 
" Jamie looked down. He had been so busy he had forgotten ;, 
,, 
about his appearance. His clothes looked worse than when he hadi 
worn them into the Prince's camp at Perth. His shirtfront was 
stained, there was a rent in his coat. His breeches were dusty 
and his boots muddy. 
" Weel, 11 he said. 
11 Saore ~. 11 Allan exclaimed. 11 Tonicht 1 s when ye' re 
tae propose tae the lass -- ye canna gang oot there lookin 1 like,, 
a beggar ! " 
Jamie grinned and nodded. He hurried through the streets: 
to his old lodgings. Inside, he rebuffed his landlady's ques-
. tiona and asked for his trunk. From it he took out a lavender 
suit which he had saved for special ocoasions. Once arrayed in 
i' the suit he drew his hose over his knees, im1 tating the style of; 
' Allan's dress. He even fished out a olean bag-wig and set 1t 
' 
over his scalp. 
,, 
i! As ne dressed he wondered if ne should follow Allan 1 s ad-i: 
, vice and propose to Arlena. He still felt reluctant to do so 
, lest sne refuse him; half a loaf being better than none, he 
====d;.___o~r,::;e~o~k;;o;;:n;;e;;d~·=Bu_b_tllen~ Allan witll all his experieno~llould knowt 
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what ought to be done. And Allan had said Jamie should propose 
the very next time he saw her. 
11 Och, why is it thot luve can be sae pleasing tae a bod;,r 
and yet be sae troublesome, 11 he said to himself' as he walked 
back to the Wh1 te Horse. 
Allan smiled when Jamie returned to the troopers' room. 
Jamie's weight was down to a scant two hundred pounds w1 th the 
result that his clothes did not f'it well. His coat draped over 
his back and bagged about his paunch. His breeches sagged at 
the seat and f'lared about his thiES}ls. Even his stockings were 
! wrinkled. He needed a haircut, a fact which made his white-
' 
,, powdered wig sit high on his head while bits of brown hair 
stuck out under it. 
11 Weel," Allan said. " At least 1• look better than ye 
' did in yer auld clothes. 11 
" Dae ye really think I should ask her tonicht '1 11 Jamie 
:asked. 
Allan slapped his right t1st in his left palm. 11 Jamie, 
. mon," he said. " 'Tis the ony thing tae dae. I've courted mony 
a lass and can tell ye what's tae be done. When ye're seated 
· afore yon fireplace Just tak one o' her hands in yer big fist 
l 
and ask her. Look intae her e'en w1 1 those big brown collie 
e'en o' yers and she canna refuse ye." 
Jamie sighed. "Och, I hope not," he said. 
11 Here, let me sprinkle a bit o' French perfume on ye, 11 
1 eyes 
===::-... - .,..,.. ............ _ 
, said Allan as he opened a vial. 11 She wullna refuse ye when she 
gets a smell o' this." 
11 It smells a wee bit like kale, 11 Jamie said. 
11 Smells like kale ! 11 Allan cried. 11 Hoot, 'tis the braw1 
est smellin 1 perfume ye 1 11 find in Scotland ~" 
tie straightened Jamie's coat and waistcoat. He pulled t~e 
tight wig farther down on Jamie's head, pushed him toward the 
door and wished him the best of luck. 
" Thank ye," said Jamie, " for I'll hae need o' it." 
11 Weel, dinna put up w1' any nonsense frae her," Allan 
'
1 advised. " Either she does or she doesna. It she says ' no • 
•. I' 11 find ye a lass who' 11 put her arms a boot ye and mak ye 
forget Arlena in Jig time." 
Wondering what girl could ever make him forget Arlena, 
Jamie went down to the stables and saddled Meg. While the mare 
, plodded out or the city onto the Pennycuik road he pondered the 
advisability or proposing to Arlena. By the time he arrived at 
' Buchanan House he had made up his mind to ask her. But when he 
saw three horses tied to the hitching posts in front of the 
house his decision wavered. The horses belonged to three or 
Arlena's swains. 
"Hoot Meg," he said. " It looks as though Arlena isna 
want in 1 fer company. Aweel, nae doot the lass was lonely. 11 
l 
As he rapped the t1rl1ng pin on the big oak door he could; 
hear laughter within the house. He pictured the familiar scene 
l door knocker 
,i 
-,---=== 
,, 
'I ,, 
;j 
,, 
I 
I 
' 
'o:r Arlena in her high-backed chair surrounded by gallants. He 
wondered it even tonight he would be pushed, as usual, into the 
background by the gallantries of her other suitors. 
]! 
!I 
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The thin :raced youth who opened the . door blinked and gaped 
'at Jamie for a moment, then turned back into the house. " Ho lad~, 
look here ! 11 he shouted. " Here's oor Jacobite back :rrae the 
WUS ! II 
Five young men, dressed in the rainbow colors that men o:r 
the eighteenth century wore, dashed into the hall. 
11 Hoot ! 'Tis Jamie ! " shouted one. 
1 
" Whaur' s yer phila'beg and plaid, Jamie ? 11 asked another 
,,as they alustered around him. 
11 Ye've lost yer paunch,• said one, poking at Jamie's 
stomach. 
11 And yer clothes dinna fit sae well for it," said a boy ! 
standing behind Jamie. 
2 
"His pow has grown a bit though," said the thin :raced 
youth. He reached up to tug at the wisps of Jamie's hair whiah 
:.were sticking out under his wig. 
Jamie, grinning and fidgeting, parried the fellow's hand • 
. He saw Arlena standing behind the men and brushed his way througllj. 
them to her side. 
She smiled up at him. He grinned and cocked his head to 
the right. His eyes beamed at her trom under his shaggy brows. 
"So," she said at last. "You're back!" 
l kilt 
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" Aye, he's back," a youth, said. " We saw him yesterday 
mornine; ridine; &boot Holyrood House like Prince Charlie himself ,· 
on auld Meg •. " 
,, 
Jamie flushed and glared at the youth. " Hauld yer tone;u~i 
a boot .Meg, Gilbert ! " he warned. 
But Gilbert, between tits of laughter, yelled, " 'Twas t~e 
:funniest thine;, Arlena. Poor Meg had her belly touchin' the 
'ground and Jamie's heels were touchin' too ! " 
" Don 1 t you dare laugh, Gilbert, " Arlena said. " You 
;, were the one who said you'd die afore ye' d let Prince Charlie 
and his Hielanders enter Edinburgh ! " 
" Gilbert wud hae died o' fright if he'd seen some o 1 yon 
' 
11 Hielanders bearin' doon on him w1 1 their double-edged claymores," 
!' 
' Jamie remarked. 
" Why ye big tub o' lard," Gilbert said. " Ye' re .-- " 
Arlena intervened as Jamie started toward the youth. " The 
i: 
I i: 
rest o' ye maun go," she said. " Jamie's ony here tor a few dayS!' 
I; 
and ye recall what I said: ' He who goes stands highest in my 
favor. 1 " 
"We were ony teasine;, Arlena," one said. "We want tae 
hear Jamie's tales aboot the C&IIIP&ign." He slyly winked at one 
of his companions. 
"Oot w1 1 ye, Jock," Arlena said." I'll hear nane o' yer, 
blather tonicht ! I want tae see Jamie alone !" 
They lett the house remonstrating against her cruelty. 
I went with them to the door and said goodnight. Several of the 
i! 
i! youths tried to kiss her but she told them they were rude and 
,, 
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and slapped playfully w1 th her fan. 
Jamie, sitting on a stool, before the fireplace, glanced 
•: about to see if' anyone were watching him. Sure that no one was, 
he clapped his hands together with a tremendous smack. 
11 Aye, Jamie, lad, 11 he whispered. " Ye ken the noo she 
luves ye. ~ wa,nts ~ .I.U YJJ. alone ! 11 
When Arlena returned she smiled at him and sat down on 
i' her chair, letting her hooped skirt drape over two stools. Tw1s-: 
ting his keychain about his :finger Jamie grinned and decided not, 
to be too abrupt in showing her " wbatthe master is ". 
" Ye -- ye werena in Edinburgh yet, were ye '1 11 he asked. 
" No. 11 Her smile turned to a frown. " Fi ther wullna let 
me gang in while the Prince and a' his Hielanders are there." 
Jamie nodded and stared at the fire. He knew the reason !! 
old Buchanan wouldn't let Arlena go into Edinburgh. The old man I 
had often said that highlanders were 11 long on looks but short 
: in pockets ". It was evident that he wasn't going to run the 
' :i 
' risk of having his daughter :fall in love with some chieftain who.: 
1 
had a :few gh1llies and a castle but no shillings, and Edinburgh 
was now full of the like. 
" Ye hevna seen the Prince then, hev ye ?" Jamie asked. 
Arlena giggled. 11 How could I ?" 
11 He's a bonnie lad," Jamie said. 
11 So I've heard tell," Arlena said. 
He noticed that she seemed about to say something more 
1 servants 
:ror 
I 
" 
she opened her mouth and then closed it. Surprised at this un-
usual restraint, Jamie pondered the reason. She didn't appear to 
, be in bad humor. Something else was on her mind but it could not 
have anything to do with the Prince, he thought. 
" Wud -- wud ye like me tae tell ye aboot the campaign 
an' entering Edinburgh ? 11 he asked. 
11 0 I think it 1 s wonderful ! 11 she exclaimed, " The Prince 
has captured Edinburgh less than a month after landing in Scot-
land ! I wish I cud hae heard Davie Beatt proclaiming him regent 
at the Mercat Cross. Jamie, Jamie, just tae think o 1 it -- you 
riding alongside the Prince up tae Holyrood House ! 11 
11 Weal, 11 said Jamie, shuffling his feet. 11 I wasna quite 
beside him. The Horse Guards were spread oot in front and on the 
, sides and tae the rear o 1 Prince Charlie, I was behind him wi 1 
.Allan. Lord Elcho, he's oor new commander, was ridin' beside 
, the -- 11 
11 Is it true that the Prince is gangin' tae march tae 
Lunnon ? 11 Arlena interrupted. 
11 I dinna rightly ken," Jamie said. 11 But Allan says--
• Allan's my vurra guid friend who 1 s been a sojer in France and 
:Spain and can tell mair tales than -- 11 
11 What did you say Allan said ? 11 Arlena asked. 
Jamie frowned. She wasn 1 t listening, and here he was try-
t"\ ,: ing to be at his conversational best. He looked at her and saw 
'i her brown eyes twinkle. They were full of admiration for him, 
,he thought. Shifting his position on the stool he threw off 
ii 
,·his pique and saidL 11 Weal, Allan says the Prince canna mar6h inJI 
-----r-
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.tae England noo. He figures the Prince canna leave Scotland as 
i' lang as Johnny Cope's still here w1 1 a' h1s men. In fact, Allan! I 
' 
thinks we'll soon be fightin 1 -- " 
11 I think the Prince will march into England right away,"' 
· Arlena said. 11 It would be Just like him to march there and 
1
• seize Lunnon and King Geordie afore the English are ready. 0, 
li 
• Jamie, won't that be wonderful ? Why, you'll get to see the 
.Tower o' Lunnon and Whitehall and a' those places ! 11 
"Aye. Aye, it would," Jamie said. 11 Maybe I could staz11; 
a cloth shop -- " 
11 A cloth shop ! " Arlena laughed. 11 Why, the Prince wu11:: 
!i 
,, nae doot mak ye a knight or a baron -- or even an earl ! " 
,, 
i! 
11 Weel," said Jamie, scratching under his wig. 11 I dinna 
, know that he wd dae that. 11 
! 11 Why of course he would ! " Arlena cried. " He's very 
1
, generous, everyone's told me that ! Jamie II 
Her face was flushed with excit_.ent, her small bosom 
'• 
rising and falling. Jamie felt the intensity of her animation 
I 
1 raise goose pimples on the side of his face. The thought flash-,' 
' 
ed through h1s mind that she must be going to say something 
about their getting married. And she would come to London --
11 Jamie, 11 she said, while his head came nearer to hers. 
" Ye've -- ye've got to arrange a tryst wi' the Prince for me ! ",i 
Jamie's head stopped moving. His eyes stared at hers. 
Then with a violent motion he stood up. 
" A tryst wi 1 the .Prince ? Are ye gaun daft ?" he roar~l 
======>=: " ~ ye hevna even seen h1m -- an 1 ye 1 re askin 1 for a tryst ! =if=o=· == 
fl 
"f·· 
'Dae ye ken what ye 1 re askin1 o' me 711 
He began pacing back and forth on the hearth, pushing a 
way between the stools. 
" I -- I only want tae see him for a few minutes, 11 Ar-
lena said. I; She waved her fan rapidly in front of her face. " So,l 
-- so I can tell my grandchildren. He'll -- he'll be gangin' 
! tae Lunnon soon and I' 11 never get tae see him, and everyone 
• else in Edinburgh bas ! " 
She began to pout, her tiny lips puckering at the 
She placed the fan on her lap and clasped her hands over 
cornersj~ 
!I 
it. 
" But Arlena, dae ye no onderstand that the Prince is ony[ 
interested in his army 711 he cried. " He doesna care aboot the 
lassies! He --he hasna the time." 
! 
" You're no tellin' the truth, Jamie ! He does so care 
&boot the lassies," she said. " Isabella Lum1sden had the Prine~ 
tae her boose today -- so I've heard." 
11 Isabella Lumisden -- " Jamie said. 11 But -- but her 
br1ther' s secretary tae the Prince's fither and ane o' the grand·· 
· folk. Why, I hae my doots if even she has seen him yet. 11 
" Oooh -- ye called me a liar ! And ye called me daft 
· before ! " Arlena gasped as she rose from her chair. " I hate 
II you --
" I didna call ye a liar -- " He stopped pacing. " I --
och, Arlena, my bonnie wee lassie !" 
" Don't call me your bonnie wee lassie ! " She was ready 
to stamp out of the room. , " Get oot o' my sight ! Either 
you 1 ve got to arrange a tryst w1 1 the Prince -- or -- or I won' t•, 
==='i'= -
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see you again ! Ever ! " 
He sank down on a stool, crumbling before her wrath. " I 
I'll try, Arlena," he whispered. 
" It 1 s no a matter o' trying ! " she said, tossing her 
! head. "You've got to do it ! It's something I!ve always 
,. wanted. Why, Jamie, he -- he might even like me ! Imagine 
' Bonnie Prince Charlie courting me ! " 
" Aye. Aye, I ken it would be nice for ye," he said in a 
dejected tone. 
" Ye don't sound as though ye really thocht so ! " she 
said, pertly waving her fan. 
"No-- weel," he said. "It's-- it's just that I won-
der, weel, if ye care a boot me at a 1 ." 
Her face grew suddenly serious. " Why -- I do, I do care'! 
aboot ye vurra much," she said. " Ye've -- ye've been 
person tae me -- l~ve ever known." 
the nicest 
i 
" But that's a 1 , Arlena. Ye -- ye dinna luve me, dae --" 
She covered her face w1 th the fan and walked over to the 
1 hearth. " I do like ye a lot," she said. " Ye' re braw company 
! an' ye've always been sae guid tae me." 
" Aye, weel, it's -- " he began. 
"And you're vurra kind," she said. "Aye. Aye, I'm 
,, vurra fond o' ye -- " 
The wrinkles in his brow vanished. He struggled to sit 
erect on the stool. " Dae -- dae ye mean it ?" he asked. 
She waved her fan several times before saying, " I -- of 
course !" 
' 
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His face beamed. He stood up, twitching his hands and 
·fingers. "It's-- it's braw tae hear ye say that," he burst 
out. " Wheesht, for a time, weel, I didna " 
He wanted to reach out s.nd pull her tiny head to his 
11 chest. His head bobbed down as he peered into her eyes. 
Arlena glanced away. " I -- I m ust go noo, Jamie," she 
. said. " Are -- are ye gaun tae arrange the tryst ?" 
" The tryst -- " His head drooped on his chest and the 
:! wrinkles returned to his brow. " Whaur -- whaur can ye meet 
'him?" he slowly asked. "He canna come here-- if he 1 11 come."· 
" You get his promise and we'll decide that later, " Ar-
lena said. 
" Weal " Jamie said. 
" I must go now," she said. "Goodnight." 
She took the candle from the table and slipped out of the11 ,, 
I! 
door. Jamie saw the door open again 
She smiled as she said, 11 Ye smelled 
-- and I am fond o' ye." 
and Arlena peek in at him. :: 
!I 
sweet tonicl:j.t, Jamie -- and 
The door closed. 
His heart beating faster, Jamie took a candle from the 
mantel and went into the hallway. Setting the candlestick down 
he took a sword belt and sword from a hook on the wall and 
buckled them on. 
Old Buchanan, Arlena's father, came into the hallway as 
Jamie fumbled for the latch to the heavy oak door. 
11 Tak keer gangin 1 .in tae toon, 11 the old man said. " It' Sil 
l1 
:1 no vurra safe wi' sae muokle wild h1eland.ers aboot. 'Twas a s4= 
I 
I 
day for Scotland when the young blaekguard brought them a' tae 
the lowlands. l remember when they a' ganged oot in '15 after 
1 
. the tinchlll, the -- " 
" Aye," Jamie said. " I smell ye has yer infield manu-
red." 
" What's thot ye say ? 11 asked Buchanan, cupping his hand 
' over his ear. 
" ~er infield !" Jamie shouted. 
2 
"Aye. Weal," Buchanan said. " 'Tis the third year. I 
:'had a heavy coat in' o' it pit on. It' 11 mak for a braw crop come 
1 
' 
' next fa' • " 
Jamie nodded. Trust old Buchanan, he thought, to have ani' 
, eye for a penny, even a smelly one. He said goodnight and walk-.: 
, ed over to pat Meg. The mare pawed the ground and snorted. 
" There noo, auld lass," he said, stroking her nose. 
" There's nae need tae be iJIIPatient tor ye hevna been wait1n' 
long. Wheesht ! ~s'd think ye were the ony yin w1 1 a trouble 
,in this world. Wait till ye hear the fix we're in the noo and 
ye' 11 be mair patient w1' auld Jam ie." 
He mounted Meg and they rode through the infield to the 
·,highway. 
As Meg ambled along, Jamie's thoughts spun around like 
! the spinning wheels in his cloth shop. One question seemed to 
1 Deer hunt. In 1715 the .i!.arl of Mar assembled the chiets:• 
at Braemar supposedly tor a deer hunt. Actually, it was to per- '' 
suade them to rebel. ' 
2 In those days the fields were manured once every three 
1
! 
, years. 
•I 
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! keep winding around in his head; how would he ever arrange a 
tryst with the Prince for Arlena ? Prince Charles would never 
.countenance such a request from an ordinary trooper. Jamie had 
i: no i~fluence with the Prince's ad vi sora. His own troop had re-
garded him as a buffoon, good for nothing but ridicule, until 
last night. The Prince was a kind enough young man. But to ask' 
I 
him to meet a girl he had never seen --
While pondering the request Jamie asked himself why it 
' 
,was that he was more afraid or Arlena's wrath than of bullies 
iand even Whig musketballs -- though he hadn't heardtthe latter 
" Ye dinna onderstand what kind o' a master ye hae," he 
said to Meg. " Auld Jamie is a bit like yon knights of old 
ready and willing tae dae his lady's favor at risk o' life and 
111mb." 
Meg paid no attention to the gruntings and mutterings or 
her rider. She was content to amble along, lost in her own 
thoughts. Whenever she came to a hill her steps slowed almost 
to halting and she never did make up the lost time on the down-
grades. After more than an hour's ride they crossed into the 
1Leith wynd. Jamie stabled Meg and made his way to the White 
Horse Inn. He tiptoed up the outside stairs to the Guards' 
.;room. 
The floor was covered by snoring troopers, sprawled out 
on the straw. One of the men half-raised on his elbow and 
whispered, " Jamie, ye cob, ye're unco late in gettin' back tae 
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II nicht ?" 
II " Och, Allan, " said Jamie, stepping over the bodies. 
'I " I 1 m in tae it again." 
" I can tell by the look on yer face she said ' no I 11 
' 
Allan said. 
II 
I 
I 
I bare 
" It isna that," Jamie said as he seated himself on a 
spot of the floor near Allan, 
ii 
" 
,, 
'I I, 
,, 
I' 
1: 
i' ,I 
II ]I 
'I 
" It isna that ? Did ye no propose tae the lass ? " 
!I 
All~ 
,, 
,j i asked. " Is it some i ther trouble ye 1 re in ? " 
I 
I 
I 
"It's tae fearful tae mention," Jamie said. 
!wants me tae arrange a tryst for her wi' the Prince 
" Arlena 
II 
n 
I 
II " Wheesht ! " exclaimed Allan, sinking back to the floor.il I" A tryst wi' the Prince! Hoot!" 
I
ll " Aye. She wullna see me again if I don't," Jamie said. 
"Och," said Allan. " There's nae sense botherin' wi' 
II yon lass. 
I 
She's playing ye for the fool. There isna a lass in 
Scotland guid enuch tae mak ye sae muckle trouble -- even tae 
1 marry ! " 
I " Dinna say thot, Allan," Jamie said. 11 Ye dinna ken 
11 the like'S o' Arlena. I'm telli t ye, mon, if I cudna see the we~i: 
!lass again --why, I'd just as soon climb tae the top o' St. 
i 
I Giles and fly off intae the wind." 
II " Aye. I ken ye 1 re in luve wi' the lass," Allan said. 
1
1
11 Ye 1 re different :f'rae me thot way -- if one lass wullna dae i 
I there's 
,,ye're in 
aye ani ther tae be had Howsomever, I ken the :f'ix 
:f'or I've seen mony anither man in love." 
II 
=* 
" Then maybe ye'll think o' some way for me tae get oct 
,i o' this yin, 11 Jamie said. 
li 
1! 
11 Aye. I wull, 11 Allan answered. 11 There comes tae mind 
,, an idea already. 11 
11 Twisting his large head around, Jamie looked at Allan's 
[I 
I' 
,I 
,: 
,, 
I! 
II face to see if he were serious. 11 How's that ? 11 he 
jl 
il 
asked. !I 
jl 11 Yon request, " Allan began, 11 brings tae mind 
!ling in 
II 
a happen- 'I 
lr 
which I participated a few years ago in Spain. If ye'lll 1 
1! II listen careful, Jamie, ye may note a thing or twa which might 
II help ye wi' yer problem. 11 
II 
il 
I' j! 
,I Jamie rested on his side and faced Allan. 
"It happened in Madrid," Allan went on. 
I 
I 
11 1 Twas there II 
,, 
j I came tae meet Robbie Ogilvie. Noo Robbie was a bright sort o~ 
I a fellow and no a bad-looking man. He looked a mite like me 
I 
what wi' his blue e'en- though they werena sae blue as mine. 
lj 
,I 
Weel, when I ran acrosst Robbie his face was hangin' long. 
II 
I! 
Seein' as he was a brither Scot I took it tae heart tae ask 
what the trouble might be. Weel, the trouble was a lass. He 
luved her as much as ye luve yon Arlena." 
Jamie doubted that anyone could love a girl as much as 
I 
!i 
I' 
[, 
" i' 
he loved Arlena. He started to tell Allan so but then thought i: 
!I 
Allan might, at any moment, disclose the solution to his pro-
blem. 
11 Robbie was betwixt twa problems," said Allan. 11 His II 
j[lassie, whom he'd met a day or twa afore -- one o' those dark-
1 L 
II 
haired Spanish senoritas I've been tellit ye aboot, an' ain o' 
the finest I ever went behind a bush w1 1 --had given him or-
!I 
li 
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I! 
: 
ders tae be at a masquerade ball that nicht. But the King o' t= I, II 
I 
,, 
,I Spain, so Robbie said, had told him tae be on guard afore the ii il 
'I 
!i II royal bedchambers on the same nicht. 
I " Noo Robbie was no liking the idea o' guardin' the King •I~ !t 
1
j bedroom but neither was he liking the idea o 1 
j: 
losing his heid, I! 
[! I! or be in 1 shut up in a tower. 
il 
lthocht and after awhilea we hit upon it. 1 Robbie,' says I, 
!' 
Weel, Robbie and I thocht and 
1 ye're awfy like me in looks!' 'Aye,' says he-- and then he 
icaught it. 
1 " Off went I tae the ball -- for we thocht it would be 
lj 
better to fool the lass than trifle wi' the King-- wearin' the 
name o' Robbie Ogilvie. 
II " Weel, to mak a long tale short, the lassie cudna tell ii 
difference, even though she'd seen him twice afore. 
ii 
' Ye'rell jthe 
!taller than I thocht ye' says she, 
i and makin 1 motions wi' her hands. 
I 
apeakin 1 in Spanish and Scot all 
1 Aye,' says I, 1 but it' a I! 
I 
1
)owin' tae the boots -- for I~ve bigger ones on the nicht.' As 
liye might gather we spent a pleasant gloamin 1 whilst Robbie was 
'on guard. I've heard tell he married the lass, though I wudna 
ken for certain since I left Madrid the next day." 
Allan chuckled. 
ij 
I' 
I' 
,I 
II 
I' 
'I jl 
li 
'I j: 
II 
liwi 1 
11 It's a guid tale," Jamie said. " But what 1 a it <tae daeij I 
" 
II 
II 
lye 
I: 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
me and Arlena and the Prince ? 11 
I 
11 Here noo, lad, think 
say Prince Charlie is ? 11 
I• 
11 Allan said. 11 How tall wud II 
jl 
" Aboot five feet ten," Jamie answered. 
11 How tall am I ?" Allan asked, 
" Aboot the same," Jamie answered. 
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11 Noo the Prince has blue e'en does he no ? And might hisii 
hair no pass for mine ? Though that's easily covered w1' a wig.:t' 
11 Aye. That's true," said Jamie. 
" Wheesht, mon, ye maun dae better than that, 11 Allan 
ii chided. 11 Tell me noo, has Arlena seen Prince Charlie ?" 
"No," Jamie said. A smile broke across his large, moon 
: face. He sat up and gaped at Allan. 11 Aye, Allan, but ye' re a 
clever yin, 11 he burst out. " By God, ye' ve hit it right ! " 
Allan smiled as Jamie clapped him on the shoulder. 
"Aye, Jamie," he said. "There's yer answer. There'll 
be a few complications tae be smoothed ower yet but never fear, 
we'll find a way in the mornin'. Blaw oot yon candle and get 
tae sleep for 'tis as I~ve often said, 1 A keen mind works best 
' in a rested body. 1 " 
II [I 
,I 
II 
III 
~=~~~~===t 
i! 
il 
!! 
I' 
1: 
,I 
Shouts from the innyard awoke Jamie. 
11 Och 
• 
hush up, 11 he muttered. The dampness of the Septemf 
,, 
ber morning made him shiver and pull his cloak tighter against :1 
1 I, 
1
1hi s body. Several of the troopers sleeping in the room began to~~ 
I' 
llstir. Jamie yawned and stretched. After a month of campaigne I 
I I d gh II ing he still wasn t used to sleeping on the ground an rou " 
il board floors. He k~cked with his right leg. 
li 
I 
!r 11 Damn ye, watch yer foot ! 11 a voice growled. 11 Ye 've ~~icked me on the lug. That 1 s no way tae wake a mon ! 11 
11 
11 I 1 m sorry, Ebenezer. I did na realize ye were so 
1lclose, 11 Jamie said. He sa.t up and saw Ebenezer rubbing his ear 
~ith his palm. Then he twisted around to look at Allan who was 
fstill sleeping. 
'I I, 
II 
II 
ll li 11 Allan, 11 said Jamie, shaking his shoulder. 11 Rouse yeP-[[ 
jself, lad. 11 
I 
I 
Allan stirred and groaned, then sat up, brushing away 
i! I 
!i 
ii 
" I' ,, 
~~articles of straw with his hand. 
,, 
11 There isna straw enuch here]! 
ii ~or a bairn, much less a man, 11 he grumbled. I' 
I! 
I 
I 
I 
11 I dinna think we should dae it, 11 Jamie said. 
11 Dae what ? 11 Allan's sleepy blue eyes stared at Jamie. li 
,! 
11 hae ye impersonate Prince Charlie, 11 Jamie said. 
,, 
II What~~ 
~f Arlena should find oot ? 11 1[ 'I' !, 
,, 
Wheesht, she 1111 ' I' 
·I ~~ever 
===t~-
,1 
li 
Allan thought for a moment before saying, 11 
find oot. 11 
1: 
More shouts from outside stirred the tr?o~ers_into action1t=---==== 
:i 
II 
il 
I' 
ljThey got 
jinnyard. 
up, milled around in the room and then descended to thej, 
I, 
I 
" II ,, 
II At the foot of the stairs to the yard Allan put his 
il 
mouth:• 
I] to 
I. 
Jamie's ear and whispered, li 11 Look ye how crooki t those lines,: !I 
are In a regular army -- 11 
1
: Sir Robert Threipland, a lieutenant, called off the 
II Guards 1 names. When he had finished checking the roll he named 
' some for special details. Jamie was again ordered to report to 
!Murray of Broughton. Jamie sighed. Reporting to l-1urray of , 
!
!Broughton meant he would have to work all day. He might not [I 
I' I even be able to see Arlena that evening. The rest of the troop,ll 
!unless on guard duty or reconnaissance, would have little to do 1j 
1
'1 ,, li 
'11but drink and flirt with the women of Edinburgh. 1 
I' 1 The detail kept him busy all day. He was sent to check .1 
,, 
I; 
lthe private homes in Edinburgh for lodgings. The inns and pub- ;1 
I, •I 'i 
;lie buildings had already been taken over by the Highlanders but I' 
lthe Prince needed quarters for the additional soldiers he was II 
I !I 
~~ringing into the city. General Guest and old General Preston, I; 
~~~the Whig commanders who still held Edinburgh castle, kept throw- i] 
. II 
l[ng cannonballs into the town. Irritated at this, the Prince ha~ 
~~ecided to beseige the castle, which required more men than were !I 
lrready in the city. 
11 While hunting for quarters, Jamie heard rumors that Gen-
ifral Sir John Cope was leaving Aberdeen. Some reports said he 
lras sailing to Dunbar or Berwick; others that he was marching 11 
~~outh to attack the Highlanders. It was bruited that Cope had i! 
lrlready marched into the_MacDonald country. to p_avage their .J.AM..,....,.,..,.s91il=== 
I· !1 
I 
in the hope of forcing the Prince to march back to the Highlands •• 
The last news $amie heard was that Cope would wait in Aberdeen 
until reenforcements arrived from England or the continent. 
i· He had finished his work and was on his way back to Holy~i 
il 
rood House late in the afternoon when he met Allan. 
" I hevna been able tae see Prince Charlie yet," Jamie 
said. 
" See Prince Charlie ?" asked Allan. 11 What for ? 11 
!' 
j! 
,i 
:I 
il 
11 Weel, just tae mak siccar he wudna agree tae a tryst 
Arlena," Jamie told him. 
will, 
" Hoot ! " Allan exclaimed. " Leave it t ae me. Why, the 
Prince might think ye'd been passin' yerself off as a laird or 
a chief ! And ye ken how he's set against the sojers botherin1 
; the lassies." 
11 But if Arlena should find oot ye' re no 
Jamie asked. 
Prince Charlie ?I 
" Och, she'll no find oot, 11 Allan said. 11 Besides, 
.ii 
I've ; 
just been oot Pennycuik way looking ower the hoose and land." i· 
11 Ye've been oot tae Arlena's ? 11 asked the surprised 
Jamie. 
11 Yes and no," Allan answered. 11 I saw her frae a dis-
tance wi' this -- " fte pulled a three part sliding spyglass from: 
his pocket. " I rode oot to the wee brae that overlooks the 
hoose auld Buchanan has a fair passel o' land." 
11 Aye," Jamie said. "But did ye see " 
" How auld will her fither be ?" Allan asked quickly. 
" Och, aboot seventy years odd," Jamie said. 11 Arlena 
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,., 
" And Arlena's the ony bairn ?" Allan snapped. 
" Aye. But what did ye think o 1 her ? 11 Jamie asked. " Is 
she no a belle 'l" 
" Aye, as far as I cud see," Allan said. " Though I cud- , 
na get mair than a glimpse o 1 her as she wasna ootside fer lang. 
Ye say her tither owns a' that land and the hoose 'l Hmmm. Bein' 
a lawJer is unco profitable." 
He rubbed his chin with his hand. " Ye leave this imper-, 
'sonatin' o' the Prince tae me, Jamt•. We'll gang oot there to-
morra n1cht " 
11 Tomorra nicht 'l" Jamie exclaimed. " I hadna thocht tae 
be sae quick aboot it." 
" Och, ye dinna understand the advantages tae be gained, 11 ,, 
,, 
' 
,, Allan said. " Arlena wull be glad tae see the Prince meanin' 
me o' course-- and there's nae doot she'll want tae see him a 
! time or twa mair. Weel, if he gangs oot a few times -- why, mon~ 
, ye 1 11 be s tandin' like a laird w1 1 her. She 1 11 think 1e 1 re a :1 
! I' 
cronv o' the Prince's and she'll luve yea' the mair !" '' 
" II 
Although still doubtful, Jamie gave into Allan when he 
saw he wanted his own way. 
" Come back tae the White Horse as soon as Je can, 11 Allan,! 
' 
said, slapping Jamie on the shoulder. " And I'llttell ye what 
tae say tae Arlena aboot the Prince's gangin' oot there tomorra 
nicht." i' 
After leaving Allan, Jamie made his way to HolJrood House~ 
!_:_avoiding the main gate and King James 1 tower. As he walked he il 
il 
Lthought that Allan's reasoning was probablJ correct. The __ Princeli 
,, 
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would never consent to such a meeting. Arlena would want to 
see Prince Charlie more than once and Jamie would rise in her 
favor if he could arrange several trysts. He wished he hadn't 
:protested so vigorously when she made her request. 
As he entered the palace grounds he saw a horseman ride 
through the main gate, hurriedly dismount and dash into the 
palace. The rider had no sooner gone in than men began running 
I' II 
I I 
' 'I 
' out and departing in all directions. Jamie recognized a dark, 
harsh-faced man who came out or the door as Lord Elcho, his com-1: 
!I 
,; mand.er, and raised his hand to his blue tam in a salute. 
' 
11 Whaur the de'11 hae ye been ?11 Lord Elcho snapped. 
" Detail for Mr. Murray, 'leer Lordship, 11 Jamie answered. 
" Bedamned to Mr. Murray, 11 Lord Elcho growled. 11 Gang 
back tae yer troop. Hae ye no heard Cope's landed in Dunbar?" 
Jamie saluted again and ran out or the main gate of the 
i! palace yard without thinking that another cannonball might be 
flying down High Street. As he turned otf the Canongate into 
a wynd he heard the warpipea' drones begin to hum. The droning 
was followed by the shrill warbling of the chanters. 
1 
I, 
He recogn1~c 
zed the pipers' music as PibrOCh 2' Donal~. the gathering 
tune of Clan Cameron. 
When he arrived at the White Horse he found tts yard al-
ready seething with activity. Men were running about, leading 
horses from the stables and saddling them. Troopers dashed up 
2 
to their rooms and descended carrying weapons, dutlach8 and 
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il 
I 
! 
==f';;loaks. Some of the Guards were already mounted and ready to 
ride; others were only beginning to dress themselves or saddle 
their horses. 
The confusion made Jamie move :faster. He pushed by 
Guards and horses, went into the stables and led Meg from her 
stall. ~:fter saddling her he ran upstairs to his room, shoved 
past several men and took his forage bag and cloak from the colj
1 
ner where he had left them. 
11 We're intae it noo, Jamie." It was Allan who spoke. 
" A battle tonioht ?" Jamie asked. 
" Nae but tomorra nae doot. Some o 1 Cope's men areal-
i' ready at Haddington. The Guards are tae join the rest o' the 
I' 
I i: 
II 
d 
I 
I 
I il 
II 
1 army in the 
i 
King's Park and leave early in the morning tae reco+ 
:. noi ter." 
' ,, 
"Domn. I'll .QO get tae see Arlena tonicht ! 11 Jamie 
grumbled. 
,, At ten o'clock in the morning the Highlanders, after 
I, :firing a salute from their one ancient cannon, began to file outj 
I 
of Dudd1ngston. Rounding the base of Arthur's Seat they passed i' 
tiny Dudd1ngston Loch and set out on the old postroad which fol•" 
i: 
lowed the Firth of Forth and the North Sea to Dunbar and Berw1cki~ 
II 
Some of the Horse Guards had already been sent :far ahead to 
f'\ reconnoiter. Others, like Jam ie and Allan, rode as outposts 
· on the :flanks of the vanguard. 
11 Yon's a pretty sight, 11 Allan said, pointing at the 
1
! marching Highlanders. 
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Jamie looked back. The columns of tartaned men stretc~i 
as far as he could see. Banners waved above the heads of the 
men. He saw the Prince's standard, a red cross upon a white 
ground with the motto Tandem Triump~ emblazoned on it, flut-
tering at the head of the column. He recognized some of the 
other banners and their slogans, the Marquis of Tullibardine's 
with the words " Forth Fortune and Fill the Fetters," and the 
1 
MacDonald& of Clanranald 1 s Ganion Coheriga. Here and there 
amongst the clans pipers played the marching tunes, inspiring t~ 
I 
men to a martial ardor. 
The army was larger than it had been when Jamie joined i~! 
ji 
at Perth. On his march into the Lothians the Prince had enlist~ 
!I 
a number of country gentlemen like Sir Robert Threipland, Lord 
Balmerino, Sir David .Murray, the Earl of Kelley, the poet Ham11;
1 
,, 
ton of Bangour; the sons of Lockhart of Carnwa~h, Graham of :: 
II 
Airth and Rollo of Powburn; besides Jamie's commander, Lord Elc~, 
1 the son of Lord Wemyss. 
I 
In Edinburgh the Prince had been joined! 
II 
by the chief of the MacLaohlana with one hundred and fifty Mao- rl 
! I 
: Lachlana. Lord Nairne had come in bringing two hundred Stewartail 
1 
and .Hurrays from Atholl to Edinburgh. Jamie reckoned that w1 th 
the Camerona, Stewarts of Appin, HacGregors, Grants of Glenmor-
riston and the MaoDonalds and MaoDonells of Clanranald, Glen-
• garry, Keppooh and Glencoe, the Prince's army totalled about two" 
thousand and five hundred men. He wondered how many men and hoW' 
many pieces of artillery Cope had. 
1 "Gainsay who dares" 
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ford-!' 
·i 
The Highlanders followed the postroad until they 
i'' 
I. lied the Esk at Musselburgh. 
I· 
At Musselburgh they left the road an~ 
'I 
1
ascended the steep slopes of Carberry Hill. They passed Fawside il 
bastle 
,i 
I' 
and marched along the ridges overlooking the Firth of 
Jamie and Allan, still on the postroad as scouts, could 
! 
I 
I, 
., 
i: il 
i' 
,! I/Forth. 
tsee the Highlanders scrambling over the rocky crests. 
l1long columns stretched so far they seemed endless. 
The three!! jl 
i' 
II 
/[army noo, " Jamie commented. 
" There's an awfy number o' men in Prince Charlie's 
:I 
II 
"Och, ye should hae been at Fontenoy," Allan said. 
,, 
!I" Seventy thousand Frenchmen and the Scots and Irish brigades 
~ere there fightin' wi' aboot fifty thousand English redcoats 
1
1. 
[_ 1: 
1
and the Lord ony kens how many Austrians, Dutch and Germans. TO-~! 
I ' 
lray will be a mere skirmish compared wi' yon battle." 
1
[ 
I 
'I 
1 " Skirmish or no skirmish, a musketball can knock ye 11 
'I ,, 
1
1
fil eid anywheres," ~amie said. ii 
He was beginning to feel nervous about his first bat-
;kle. The reconnoiterers had brought back the news that Cope's ~~~rmy was advancing along She same road which the Highlanders had f1 
!ljust left and along which he and Allan were still riding. 11 Sup-t: 
II 11 
1
'1,.,.· ose a regiment o' dragoons comes around yon bend in the road " :1 
I"' ' II ~~e said to Allan. " Whaur will ye and I be then ?" !! 
il' Allan laughed. " Yon men scouting up aheid will warn 
1
: s " he said. " And if Cope comes around yon bend ye'd see one '' 
I ' 11 \10' the prettiest sights in yer life when those bonnie Hielanders 1: 
11~ome chargin' doon the hills after him. Mair than likely, thou~, !I o e's set doon and is waitin' for us tae come and a~tack him=.'='=#li=-~~==~ 
~-----
Late in the day the Highlanders faced Sir John Cope's 
army• As Allan had predicted, the English general had draw his:, 
men across a long stubbled field which stretched from the tiny 
, villages of Seaton and Cockenzie to Preston and Tranent. Here, , 
Cope apparently intended to await the Highlanders' attack, uti-
lizing his artillery and cavalry, of which he had more than the 
' Prince, to his best advantage. Y..eanwhile the Highlanders had 
· occupied the hills south of the English. From this posi t1on 
they planned to make use of their speed and ferocity in the 
charge. 
il 
li 1 
Jamie and Allan Joined the Highlanders on the hills. 
' Looking dow on the plain where the English were draw up, Jamie:j 
I 
could see three or four regiments of English infantry flanked on:' 
I 
i both sides by cavalry and artillery. Behind the troops there 
' 
1 were two square-rigged English warships, maneuvering close to 
land. As Jamie stood watching the warships saiLback and forth 
' Allan joined him. 
11 I dinna think we're gaun tae charge noo, 11 Allan said. 
11 I've Just come frae beside the Prince .and he and Lord George 
j Murray dinna like the lay o' the land. Look at it yerself 
! see hew it's broken up. The H1elanders are a' fer gangin' doon 
' ower it but the Prince wants tae find a better way tae attack. 11 
Jamie looked down at the half mile whish separated the 
· two armies. Below the hills the ground was marshy. Some fences 
intersected the land. A deep, wide ditch traversed the entire 
··approach to the English army. He could see the skirmishers of 
··both armies potting away at each other in the no-man' e-land. 
•I 
---~ ---· 
I Wisps of smoke blew about in the air after they fired their 
' 
' kets. Several Highlanders and redcoats lay on the ground, woun-,! 
ded or dead. 
Seeing a motionless Highlander borne up the hill on the 
shoulders of his kinsmen made Jamie wonder 1f fighting in a bat-' 
i 
tle were as romantic as he and Arlena had always pictured it. 
He started at the sight or the dead man's hand, limply dangling 
·in the air. He felt his knees tremble and a shiver ran up his 
spine. The soldier's death, he thought, was a far cry from the 
: beautiful deaths or King Arthur, Roland or Launcelot. 
I! 
Allan created a welcome diversion by calling Jamie's 
attention to the movements of a band of five hundred Camerons. 
1
' The red-tartaned Camerons had left the hills and were making 
!I their way toward Tranent where they took up posi tiona in the 
churchyard and its surrounding grounds. 
" They'll no stay there lang," Allan said. " Cope's on 
·' tae them. Look ye, Jamie. There goes the dragoons and artil-
•lery to drive them oot." 
Two of Cope's guns began to fire on the churchyard. The 
dragoons maneuvered into a position to attack. Jamie saw white 
puffs of smoke cloud the churchyard, then heard wild shouts as 
the dragoons charged. Soon he could catch only glimpses of 
, scarlet coated dragoons, bits or red tartan and the occasional 
flash of a sword or claymore in the smoking village. I! 
The Camerons soon found the position untenable. They be-ll 
li 
gan retreating up the slopes to reJoin the rest or the army. Ja-' 
watched them fire at the pursuing dragoons while dragging their 
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dead and wounded kinsmen with them. .Most of the casualties, lle li 
' li 
reckoned, had been hurt by the artillery bombardment; it was on-, 
1 
ly an occaSional man who engaged his enemy in hand-to-hand com-
bat. Jamie thought his size would be of little protection in 
this type of warfare. 
During the remainder of the day the Highlanders tried 
other tactics to outmaneuver General Cope and made him chanle 
position five times to meet their thrusts at his flanks. Dark- ' 
ness came on and still the battle had not begun. The Prince and;, 
his lieutenant generals, the Duke of Perth and Lord George Mur-
ray, decided to wait until morning before beginning the attack. 
Wrapping themselves in their plaids, the Highlanders 
slept that night on the hard ground of the hills. The night waa 
cold. Below them the sentinels saw a frost-mist gradually en-
!: velop the plain. By and by only the dim glow of the English 
i campfires indicated where Cope's army lay. 
About three o'clock Jamie was awakened by someone shaking 
.• his shoulder. 
l 
"Hush," Allan said." We're garring a surprise march." 
Numb from sleeping on the stony ground, Jamie staggered 
to his feet and saddled Meg. He vaguely heard light footsteps 
and the clinking of weapons as the Highlanders left the hills. 
'Soon the Guards·.;were given the order to follow. Leading their 
horses they descended to a narrow path which led~l.through the 
I 
!I 
il 
===== --···=···=--=--=-==== 
-=4= 1 making 
marsh. Time and time again Jamie slipped from the path into boel!B 
l.ql to his knees. Once Meg stumbled and almost fell, but he 
' 
li seized her around the neck and steadied her. At last Allan told!: ,, 
,, him they were on the stubbled field to the right of the English ' 
army. 
Through the morning mist Jamie saw the clans lining in 
i; battle formation. The Camerons and Stewarts went to the left of' 
' 
the line. The MaoDonalds took their hereditary position on the 
right, where they had fought from since the Battle of Bannock-
: burn. The center of the battle-line was filled with the less 
, numerous clans of' MacLachlan, MacGregor, Grant and some of' the 
The Atholl men, under Lord Nairne and the i' lowland gentry. 
! 
'; 
Prince, were to be held in reserve while the Horse Guards placed: 
themselves around Prince Charles. 
Jamie noticed that the Prince was scowling and looked in : 
' 
, bad temper. " What's wrang w1 1 Prince Charlie ? 11 he asked Allanl 
11 He's angry because the chie:fs wullna let him gang in 
tae battle at the head o' the clans,n Allan said. " They're 
afraid he'll be killed like Dundee was at K1ll1ecrankie. 11 
The Highlanders formed themselves into phalanxes of clan~ 
of a depth of' twelve or fifteen men. The best armed and best 
born men occupied the front tows. These, Jamie knew, were the 
chief's and their kinsmen and henchmen. They carried muskets 
in their right hands and had targes strapped over their left 
arms. All of' them had claymores buckled at their waists. Some 
had one or a brace of' pistols tucked in their~belts. In the 
' 
I 
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. tops of' their knee hose he saw their little skene ~. Jamie 
wished he felt as eager for the battle to begin as they seemed 
to be. 
The back rows of' the phalanxes were filled with the poor 
, wretches he had seen in the Prince's camp at Perth. Most of' 
them were now armed with muskets which the Prince had acquired 
in Perth and Edinburgh. Some, however, still carried only a 
club, scythe or spear. 
Jamie looked at the priming and powder of' his pistols to _·· 
make sure they would fire. Loosening his sword in its scabbard ,
1 
I 
he felt his hand tremble. He enviously admired Allan's coolnessr 
II Will will it start soon ? 11 he asked Allan. 
" Aye. Perhaps in a few minutes," Allan answered. 
Jamie shook his head at Allan's nonchalant air. He wip~ 
the sweat from his brow. In a few minutes, he thought, he wouldl 
be in the thickest of the battle. He felt his legs trembling 
along Meg's side • 
• The frost-mist was beginning to rise from the ground, The1 
., 
sun's rays began to break through. Several shots were fired in 
· the distance. 
" Cope's on tae us noo !"Allan shouted. 11 It'll no be 
a surprise noo !" 
The random shots gradually changed to volleys of' musketry!i 
'I 
as the skirmishers of both armies peppered at each other. Cannon~ 
I• 
•I 
suddenly boomed and then boomed again. Jamie ducked as he heardll 
:I 
I 
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the balls whistle oy on his lett. Meg took fright from his ac-
tion, reared and neighed. 
" Hold still, lass ! 11 he told her as he tightened the 
., reins in his hand. " I ken how ye teel. But Arlena wud never 
, luve us if we ran awa' frae oor first oattle ! 11 
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The Highlanders' officers began giving the orders to 
charge. The masses of tartaned men swept off their bonnets, mutit"' 
tered a short prayer and then put their bonnets on again, pullins 
them low over their brows. There was a cloud of red and green 
tartan as the clansmen stripped off their plaids and threw them 
down. The warpipe chanters began to skirl louder and fiercer, 
encouraging the Highlanders to a martial spirit. Above the rat•, 
tle of musketfire and the booms of the cannon the wild strains 
of Pibroch .Q 1 Donal .ID1J.l rose, mingling discordantly with Mac-
1 
I Gregors: Gathering and ~ 1 Chreag Ealagllaidh. Inspired by 
li their native music the Highlanders marched forward. 
!,, 
The infectious eagerness of the Highlanders, aided by 
the rousing screams of the warpipes, gripped Jamie. He felt 
himself enveloped in the warlike masses. Suddenly, not far 
from him, the Prince, his face shining with excitement, shouted: 
" Now -- 'tis now or never ! Charge Lochiel ! Charge Keppoch ! 
-
Charge for Scotland's own ! 11 
As if at his word the Highlanders let loose a terriole 
volley of musketry. They threw theirsguns aside and drew the 
awesome douole-edged clapores. Brandishing their broadswords 
1 11 Stand Fast, Craigellaohie 11 - gathering tune of the 
1 
Grants. __ 
and shouting their bloodthirsty slogans they broke into a run. 
a 
"Chlanpa .wm ..QQn .il!J.s1.lm J! .IS!.'.! gheib .l1lm Feoil !" 
Random shots from the redcoat muskets answered the Cam-
arona' cry. Jamie heard the slogans of the clans on his right 
rise above the sounds of battle, "Raven's Rook~ the rallying 
call of Glengarry, 11 God and St. Andrew 11 , the cry or doughty 
MacDonald of Keppoch. 
The redcoated regiments answered feebly as the clansmen 
bore down. Here and there a Scottish Whig shouted his cry, " A', 2 3 ., 
Home ! A Home ! A Home ! " Now and then 11 Cruachan, 11 the slogan 
ot hated Campbell replied to Clan MacGregors' dread motto of 
11 Ever do and spare naught !" 
There was a flash of lightning when the olans charged in_;, 
. to the redcoat lines. For a moment confusion retgned as clay-
: more clashed w1 th bayonet. In the melee tartan and red were in-, 
extricably mixed. Jamie could not make out who was winning. 
Then he heard the Prince shout : 11 See ! See ! The dragoons 
they run like rabbits ! 0 charge now, my Lord Nairne ! Forward 
Reserve ! Away Guards, Away ! 11 
The Guards put their heels to their horses. Crossing th~. 
, stubbled field they pressed into the clansmen who were sweeping il 
I 
, the English before them. Only isolated groups of infantrymen, 
battling with muskets and bayonets against slashing claymores 
1 Sons of the hounds come here and get flesh!" 
2 The rallying call or the Homes; the Earl of Home's re-
giment fought at Preatonpans. 
3 The .rallying call or the Campbells. Ben Cruachan is a 
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mountain near Loch Awe. 
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' 
and Lochaber axes, remained of Cope' a army. 
Jamie saw Allan spur his horse toward a group of foot 
soldiers. Allan stood in his st.1rrups and flourished his sword, 
shouting, " A Douglas ! A Douglas ! A Douglas ! 11 the slogan 
Southrons had feared since the days of the good Sir James. 
A redcoat ran toward Allan. He raised his musket and 
'' fired but the ball whistled by Allan 1 a head. Within the next 
.second Allan had severed the man's arm from his body, at the 
same moment he was surrounded b7 three English infantrymen. 
Seeing Allan's plight, the laat of Jamie's battle fears 
vanished. He wheeled Meg around and slapped her neck with his 
hand. " Come on Meg !"he yelled. " We maun help Allan!" 
As Meg broke into a gallop Jamie flourished his sword in 
the air. " For the Prince and Arlena ! " he bellowed. 
One of the redcoats broke from the group attacking Allan 'i 
and raised his bayonet at Jamie. Jamie parried the bayonet, 
. thrust with his sword and felt 1t grate on the bones of the 
soldier's chest. The man was carried backward by the forward 
' !. motion of the thrust. Jamie gasped as he 7anked his blade out 
! 
;, and saw blood gush over the soldier's tunic. 
! 
" Guid work, Jamie ! " Allan shouted. 11 Noo let 1 s mak after 
yon dragoons ! 11 
He pointed to some horsemen who were extricating them-
selves from the Highlanders and beginning to ride away from the 
battlefield. 
As Jamie and Allan rode across the field the dragoons 
! fled toward Cockenzie. The chase went through the villE18EL_and 
=----==.-~ 
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out the other end past some cotters' huts. One of the dragoons' '
1 
! 
• horse stumbled, throwing its rider to the ground. Allan plun-
.• ged h1s sword into the man's back and twisted it out without 
breaking h1s mount 1 s stride. 'i Suddenly the other dragoons turnedir 
. facing Jamie and Allan. 
11 Hauld up Meg l" Jamie roared. 
Wheeling Meg around in a circle he confronted the dra-
goons who had split into two groups, four attacking him, the 
other three attacking Allan. He drew his pistol and fired at 
the foremost attacker. The man put h1s hand to his shoulder, 
dropped limp in h1s saddle and rolled to the ground. 
•! 
Jamie rode forward to engage a dragoon with his sword. Hei' 
thrust but the man rode past, out of h1s reach. As Meg turned 
Jamie caught a glimpse of the men attacking Allan. He saw them 
flee, leaving one of their number stretched on the ground. A 
i florid-faced officer charged h1m then and he parried the thrust 
without being able to strike back. 
The horsemen were beginning to 
!• 
II press around h1m now, hac-!; 
' 
king with their swords and riding off before Jam1&-ahad time to 
do more than divert their blows. The officer, a lieutenant, 
charged h1m again. Jamie averted the thrust and slashed back. 
:But he reached too far. Meg stumbled, staggered, and Jamie fell!, 
from her back. His sword rolled clatteringly away. 
Jamie Jumped to h1s teet. 11 Allan !" he shouted. " Help 
me ! 11 
But looking back toward Cockenzie he saw Allan riding as 
fast as he could tow_ard its hou•es~stonished, he could onl;r 
stand and gasp at his friend 1 s retreating figure. The point ot 
a sword, jabbing him between the shoulders, recalled him to his 
predicament. 
11 Dae ye surrender, ye bluidy rebel ? 11 he heard a voice 
ask. 11 Or dae we cut ye doon ? " 
Two of the dragoons were pointing pistols at him. Meg 
' was several teet away, nibbling at a tuft of grass; his sword 
lay on the ground six or seven teet :l.'rom him. The lieutenant's 
i· sword jabbed him again in the back. Jamie raised his hands and 
placed them on top of his blue tam. 
11 Mount yer mare," the lieutenant said. "And dinna try 
tae grasp yer sword or ye'll get a bladetull o' steel betwixt 
yer shoulders. 11 
Jamie was so intently puzzling over Allan's behavior he 
! 
scarcelJ noticed the officer's sword-pricks. Not until a dragoo~ 
cuffed him did he realize he was a prisoner being led away. Onc~ 1 
:, mounted on Meg he looked. around tor a way to escape. But the 
! 
dragoons were too close; their pistols still aimed at his waist, 
while the officer's sword nudged his back. 
With Jamie in the center, the three dragoons joined anot~~r 
i 
: 1'1le o:l.' horsemen who had just ridden up. Together the two groupj!l 
· began riding down the road, going farther and :l.'arther away from ,' 
., 
:i 
the battlefield. Each step took Jamie farther away from telling, 
Arlena the news of the Prince's glorious triumph. 
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When Jamie and his captors had ridden a quarter •ile be-
yond Cockenzie they met twowounded infantrymen walking beside 
the road. Each of the men had an arm tucked into his cross belt,f 
, blood from their wounds was already darkening their tunics. Jami~ 
!I 
heard them hail the dragoon lieutenant and ask to be mounted be-li 
!I 
hind his men so that they might escape from the Highlanders. The 1 ! 
florid-complexioned lieutenant rode back to Jamie. 
"Hold up," he said, " and dismount f'rae yer mare." 
Jamie dismounted mechanically. The officer motioned for 
the two soldiers to come over and helped them get on Meg's back., 
The realhation that they were taking Meg suddenly pushed the 
' thoughts of Arlena from Jamie's lllind. 
i 
" Aey -- " he said. n I 11' n Ye canna tak my mare awa frae me ~ 
The officer, a head shorter than Jamie, reached up with 
his gloved hand and slapped Jamie's face. " Hauld yer tongue 
aboot yer mare ! " he roared. 
The blood ran toward Jamie's face. He thrust out his 
great hand and shoved the lieutenant sprawling. He lunged for thje 
il 
·' two redcoats on Meg's back, pulled one from the saddle and pushe~ 
the other to the ground. Sticking his foot in the stirrup he 
started to mount. 
Something struck Jamie's head, causing a tremendous pain 
!; to flash across his brow. As he spun away from 4'•eg, his knees 
' 1 buckled and hebfell to the ground. Through blackness he heard 
I 
! 
the dragoon officer shout, " Goddamn ye, ye Scotch rebel ! " 
Jamie's ribs jarred as the lieutenant's boots beat agains~ 
'I 
them. He rolled away, but the lieutenant followed, kicking and ,! 
. shouting, " I'll pit a pistolball through ye, ye bastard !" 
11 Hold up, Lieutenant Dillon," Jamie heard someone say. 
"They'll be wanting that rebel for questioning." 
A dragoon captain had his hand on the lieutenant 1 s shoul-1' 
der. " Hurry, Lieutenant," he said, " afore we hae those Hie-
': landers on us again. 11 He drew out his sword and pricked Jamie 
with the point. " On yer feet, rebel," he told him. 
Two of the dragoons ran over and bound Jamie's arms with :1 
a leather thong. Jamie struggled to his feet. He could feel the:, 
blood from his scalp seeping under his collar. 
11 Bind him tight," Lieutenant Dillon ordered. He slapped 
Jamie's head several times with his gloved fist. "That'll wake~ 
lj ye up, ye Scotch bastard," he said. " Bedamned iffen I don't seeii 
ye hangin1 frae the gallows." !I 
' :j 
' After a few more slaps Lieutenant Dillon shoved Jamie for~ 
'I 
Hounded by orders to " hurry "'' ;, ward with three other prisoners. 
and the dragoons' sword-pricks they broke into a fast walk. 
Jamie's legs felt like lead weights. He moved them for-
! ward in his usual long Jerky strides but swayed from side to 
; side, bumping into the man on his left and then into the man on 
"' his right. His head seemed to be on fire. He could feel the 
, blood pounding, raising and lowering his scalp. 
Worse than the pains in his head were his thoughts. Meg 
i 
,! was lost althougll she plodded only a few yards __ in front of him. 
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'Dully he watched her peculiar gait. Her ankles seemed to slap 
her hoofs down so that she plodded. The familiar clip-clop of 
her hoofs seemed louder and clearer than he had ever heard it. 
He could see Meg's sides bulging, just as they bulged when he 
rode her. The thought occurred to b1m that she was overloaded II 
I 
with the two wounded redcoats. He saw her flick her tan. The~ 
, the pain in his head closed b1s eyes. 
11 Had the mare a long time ? 11 
Jamie opened his eyes and looked at the prisoner on his 
left. The man had a weather-beaten face lined with wrinkles. 
On the end of his nose there was a red wart that seemed enor-
mous to Jamie's feverish eyes. The man's eyes were friendly. 
11 Aye -- aye, I'm feelin' bad aboot auld Meg's leaving 
me," Jamie said. 
1 11 Och, ye'll has mair than thot tae greet aboot," said 
the prisoner. 
" Stop yer talking !" shouted a dragoon. He rode over 
and prodded Jamie.~Jwith the b1lt of his sword. 
The prisoners walked mile after mile as fast as they 
could. It was only when the dragoons learned that the High-
. landers were no longer pursuing that they decreased the pace. 
Late in the afternoon the group stopped to rest. Jamie stag-
gered toward a tree and awkwardly sat down against it. He was 
~ tired and hungry; b1s head was throbbing; his wrists were blee-
ding· and his arms seemed bound in an iron cast. 
I 
. :· 
!; 
1 cry, weep 
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·.Jamie i· • 
The man With the red wart on his nose sat down beside 
" We'll hev tae be keertul o' talking," he said. " Yon 
. dragoons are an unco rough bunch. We may hang later but there's 
aye a chance tae escape betWixt noo and then." 
" Aye," Jamie grunted. 
" There's yer mare grazing ower there, 11 said the other 
prisoner, nodding his head at Meg. 
" Aye, that's Meg, 11 Jamie said. 11 The poor wee lass wull 
j; 
'11 be as hungry as we are." 
11 Bide a wee," the other said. " Ye may well get yer free-
dom and yer mare baok. 11 
Jamie looked at his companion. He was broadshouldered 
and short. He wore breeches and a shirt but no coat or waist-
coat. Jami.jpthought that the man's strong forearms were like a 
sailor's. On his friend's belt was scratched the name 11 Dugald 
Fergusson." 
" Ye' 11 be Dugald Fergusson ?" Jamie asked. 
" Aye," Dugald said. 11 Frae Glesca." 
Jamie did not feel like asking Dugald for other particu-
-lars. By now he had forgotten Allan's behavior and was thinking, 
·. only of Arlena. He wondered it she would be truly heartbroken 
when she learned of his capture. But then, perhaps, she would 
merely be disappointed at not having her tryst with Prince 
Charlie. 
" Get up ! On yer feet ! " the florid-faced Lieutenant 
:Dillon shouted. The prisoners painfully arose, formed on the 
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, road and waited for the dragoons to assemble. As he stood ~-~--·"'-" ==== 
' 
1.1 
.waiting Jamie's head drooped on his chest. He felt something 
1 
cold and moist nuzzle against his face and neck. 
"Meg-- lassie," he spluttered. He rubbed his head 
I !against hers. " My bonnie wee lassie -- we maun think o' a way 
! 
II 
tae get ye oot o' the redcoats' hands, " he whispered. 
" l.tet that domned mare ower here I II the dragoon captain • 
shouted. 
Meg refused to budge from Jamie's side until a soldier 
prodded her with his foot. When Jamie started to protest a wave 
•.of pain shot through his head and by the time he opened his eyes· 
again the two wounded redcoats had remounted Meg. Big warm tears 
: !;misted everything before him and at the command to resume march- •· 
iling he trudged forward seeing only a hazy countryside. 
They walked until late that night before reaching Cocks-
,iburnpath. There Jamie heard one of the villagers tell the dra-
:jgoon captain that General Cope I, 
:i 
was already at Coldingham, severat 
'miles south of them. Standing 
ii 
I beside Jamie, Dugald whispered, 
::" Cope's the first general that ever brought tidings o' his ain 
:!defeat ! " 
Jamie couldn't laugh. He had marched the last dozen mile' 
,with his eyes closed, walking on the heels of the men in front 
:of him. The salty breezes sweeping in from the North Sea across 1 
•I 
i the flats refreshed him only enough to keep him standing. When 
,the prisoners were herded into a field and told to lie down he 
:went to sleep where he fell. 
At sunrise, four hours later, the march began again. 
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liJamie moved slowly. His arms seemed dead. The blood which ha..,d=i;o==~== 
,, 
dripped from his wrists was encrusted on his fingers and palms. 1 
I 
i There was more dried blood on his neck and chest, on and beneat~ 
his shirt. As he walked he swayed. 
In spite of the prisoners' exhaustion the band reached 
Berwick--on-the-Tweed by noon. There the redcoats took the pri-
soners' names and separated them into twos. Jamie thought that 
they would be questioned and hanged immediately. Instead he an~ 
Dugald were led to an empty room where a guard untied Dugald's 
bonds and shoved him toward a hole in the center of the floor, 
prodding him forward with a bayonet until he fell in. Jamie 
tried to fight back when the guards· removed his bonds and pushed: 
:; 
him toward the hole but his arms were too numb. He dropped ei~t 
,, 
feet before landing face down on the muddy floor of a cellar ana,i 
heard a trapdoor close over the space above them. 
11 Are ye all recht ? 11 Dugald whi spared. 
" Aye aye, I think so, 11 Jamie said. He stood up and 
exercised his arms by slapping them against his body as best he 
could. The feel of blood circulating through them was painful. 
1 
11 Whaur are ye, Dugald ?" he asked, groping his way to-
1 
!: ward the wall against which Dugald was sitting. The dark cellar 
smelled as though something were rotting in one of the corners. 
11 Dugald, I maun get oot o' here and rescue Meg," he 
whispered. 
11 That 1 s a fine thought, 11 the other answered. " But how 
are ye gaun tae dae that ?" 
" I'll hae tae find a way, " Jamie said. " Either I'll 
dig my way oot or fight it oot, but get Mee; I maun." 
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-" Dig a way oot -- hoot, yon walls o' stones and mud wull 
be twelve f'eet thick ! " Dugald snorted. 
Disregarding Dugald's skepticism Jamie began to f'eel 
· along the walla. He stuck his f'ace close to the stones. 
" Hist, Dugald," he whispered. " Come pit yer race ower 
here." 
" Bedomned ! Ye' ve struck 1 t ! " Dugald exclaimed. " I can· 
see 11cht through there. The wall lana malr than twa or three 
f'eet thick !" 
Jamie was all f'or pulling the stones out of' the wall with 
their hands immediately but Dugald cautioned him against it. It 
was tooL,l1ght outside, Dugald argued. 
"We'll no sooner get oot than someone'll see us," he 
said. 11 The best thing we can dae is get oor stength back by 
sleeping. Come nlcht and we'll claw our way oot. 11 
Taking Dugald's advice, they slept. A guard's voice, 
shouting at them through the hole, aroused them. Jamie looked up.
1 
. and saw a bucket dangling in the air. 
" Tak the bucket of'f' the hook," the guard said. " Be 
quick or I' 11 slop the water on the floor. 11 
J amle scrambled up and unhooked 1 t. The guard threw down • 
some bannocks. uamle caught the f'lr~t one and he and Dugald 
searched f'or the rest on the muddy floor. While they chewed on · 
~ the moldy biscuits Dugald told Jamie that he had found a loose 
boulder in a corner which could easily be pulled out. It was 
dark enough now, he said, f'or them to escape. When they had 
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_Lfin1shed their meal Dugald took Jamie's hand and led h1:;=;:m~a;;cc:;:ro~s:;:s~=~=== 
the cellar. 
"Feel o' that," he whispered., 
Jamie fingered the big stone his hands were set on. It 
,was high up, about a foot and a half wide and three feet ihong. 
me knew it must be about three feet deep in order to reach the 
,, 
il 
:lother side of the cellar wall. 
" It 1 s vurra big," he whispered. 
" I ken it," Dugald answered. " But it's oor ony chance. 
,,see, it's loose ar·ound the corners. If we get this stane oot it 
1:wu11 be easier than pick in 1 awa 1 at a bunch o 1 sma 1 yins." 
,! 
Jamie felt around the corners of the rock. It was loose; 
i!only smaller stones and dried mud held it into the wall. He be-
!i 
'igan to pick at the f1111ng around the top of the rock while Du-
'lgald worked on the bottom corners. Standing with his arms up-
'1 
" i1stretched to claw at the mud and pebbles he found it hard work 
I 
', 
l:but he picked stolidly, scratching out the pebbles and then 
!i 
iistooping to deposit them on the floor. After an hour's toil he 
:
1felt the rock budge a 11 t tle. 
" It's loose noo," he whispered, and stopped long enough 
,to wipe the perspiration away from his brow. Then he went back 
''to work clawing faster than before. After another hour of 
,!scratching and picking Dugald nudged Jamie. 
,, 
II 
'' "Feel this," he said. Jamie's hand slid into a cavity 
! 
i'beyond which he felt the outside wall w1 th the tips of his fin- 1 
'i 
lsers. 
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" Ye 've worked yer way through ! " he exclaimed. 
====="'===='='=C~a;;:r~e;;f;;u;;;l noo," Dugald warned. " We mustna let her sl~i~p~~=== 
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and gar a sound." 
Dugald stopped working while Jamie picked away at the last 
f1111ng around the top of the rock. Then Dugald dug below while; 
Jamie held the rock in place. 
" That should dae it," Dugald whispered. 
" Aye," Jamie said. " Here noo, gi' e me a hand." 
j! 
,, 
,, 
,, 
,, 
By spreading his great arms around the rock Jamie 
to roll it farther out of the wall. Then he let it drop 
!i 
I' 
managedi 
I! ,, 
lower II 
if 
so that by standing on his tiptoes he could rest it on his 
shoulder. With a last great effort which tightened every muscle: 
in his body Jamie placed the rock on the floor. 
" Come, let 1 s gang," Dugald said. " Afore they get a 
' whiff o 1 fresh air above." 
Dugald put his foot between Jamie's hands and 
self up. A few pebbles and some loose sand trickled 
hoisted him~ ,, 
I' ,, 
to the floqir:-
as he squirmed through the hole. Gripping Dugald' a hands and 
standing on the stone he had lifted from the wall, Jamie scram-
bled up. There was barely enough space for him to squeeze his 
great bulk through. A small boulder rolled loose and bounded 
, noisily across the floor of the cellar as he pulled his lo:pg 
legs through the hole. 
" Wheesht ! Be quick ! " Dugald whispered. 
Side by side they ran toward a grove fifty yards from the 
building. Once hidden in the heart of the woods they stopped 
and slumped to the ground. 
I! of 
r 
" Dae ye ken the countryside ?" Jamie asked between gaspsjl 
II 
' breathing. 
' 
"Aye -- I did a good bit o' smuggling through Berwick," 
Dugald answered. " That was afore I learnt that carryin' tobac-
co up the Cl;yde was better. But I ken this land like I dae the 
1 palm o' my hand. I'm th1nkit noo the best road :fer us tae gang 
back tae Edinburgh is -- " 
11 Back tae Edinburgh ? Wheesht, mon, I maun :find Meg ! 11 
: Jamie exclaimed. 
11 Jamie, Jamie," Dugald said. 11 Ye're greetin' aboot yer 
' mare and here ye are as :free as a lark. Hoot, laddie, wull ye 
·pit yer heid in a rope and a' :for a lanky auld mare ?" 
n Aye, Dugald, 11 Jamie said. " Meg wudna like bein' w1' 
the redcoats and I luve her that much that I wullna gang back 
tae Edinburgh withoot her." 
11 Weel, I'm no :fond o 1 the feel in 1 o 1 nheiJIP a boot my 
neck," Dugald said. 
" I 1 ll not ask ye tae help me, Dugald," Jamie said. " If 
ye'll tell me the lay o' Berwick that's a' I'll ask o' ye." 
Dugald cl&D~Ped his hand on Jamie's knee. " Ye' ll no find 
ii Dugald Fergusson like tae forget yer pull in' yon.>stane f'rae the 
' 
, wall," he said. 11 And ye may ask f'rae Berwick tae Arran if Du-
il 
: gald Fergusson's e'er forgot a friend and ye'll find the answer 
'no'. Aye, I'll help ye find auld Meg." 
Jamie put his hand over Dugald's and squeezed it. 
11 Weel,oome let's be gangin' ,"Dugald said. " Yon red-
coats cudna ken we've escaped or we'd hear them shoutin' and 
bustlin' aboot. We'll gang noo tae Blaak-eyed Petie's and ask 
~'him for a wee bit o' _help_. 11 ====~~~!~~~~ =~·~-~-~========== 
,, 
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Black-eyed Petie, Dugald explained as they groped their 
way through the woods, was a smuggler who lived in the city of 
Berwick. Dugald and Petie had smuggled Flemish laces and l',renc,l 
wines past the excisemen into Scotland before Dugald began smug- 1 
gling tobacco into Glasgow. 
Emerging from the woods they crossed a field and then 
slipped through the streets of Berwick. Whenever someone appro-
ached they ducked behind a corner. Once from behind a clump of 
bushes they watched a file of redcoats tramp past. 
At last Dugald signaled Jamie to halt. 11 That's Petie's 
hoose, 11 he said, pointing to a two storied structure across the 
street. At the door of Black-eyed Petie's house Dugald took the, 
I 
i tirling pin and knocked gently three times. 
11 Wha will it be athis hoor o' nicht ?11 a deep voice 
· whispered. 
I 
11 A friend o' auld lang syne, 11 Dugald answered softly. 
The door opened a little. Jamie, standing behind Dugald, 
' could see an eye appraising them. 
I 
11 Dugald Fergusson ! 11 the deep voice exclaimed. Black-eyed 
·' Petie opened the door wide. 11 What de 1 il brings ye here at this 
hoor o' nicht ? 11 he asked. 
11 I'll be askin 1 a nicht or twa's lodgings o' ye, Petie,'o:, 
Dugald said. 
11 Wha might yer friend be ? 11 Petie countered. 
" He's Jamie Randolph oot o' Edinburgh-- and a friend 
I 1 11 vouch for wi' my life, 11 Dugald said. 
The smuggler, a sinister-looking man with a patch over 
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! his left eye, scrutinized Jamie for a long minute. Then wordless-
, ly he turned and led them into a back room of the house. Set-
' ting his candle on a table he pulled twomstools from a corner of;' 
" ' the room. After fumbling in a cabinet he placed two mugs on the' 
, table. 
" What wull ye be daein' at this hoor in BerWick ?" he 
•· asked as he poured claret into the two mugs and a dirty one al-
' 
I 
ready on the table. 
" Weel, 11 said Dugald. 11 Jamie and I were in a wee fight 
1, at a place north o 
1 here called Prestonpans -- " 
Black-eyed Petie slammed his mug down. 
11 Ye'll no be Jacobi tea ?" he whispered. His one eye 
';'glanced from Dugald to Jamie and back. " Guid Lord, mon -- what 
,, 
;are ye daein' here ? 11 
' !; 
" Jamie and me was captured at yon battle, 11 Dugald said. 
~~~But as ye plainly see, we've esoapit. 11 
11 They'll hang ye fer a traitor ! 11 Petie leaned over the 
,, table and shouted. 
" Aye -- just as they wud, did tlley ken I was a smuggler, 1' 
''Dugald said. 
The point was not lost on Black-eyed Petie. He leaned 
'back against the wall and stared at them. Jamie thought he had 
;never seen anyone look so afraid. 
,I 
11 What is it ye're wanting ?" Petie whispered. 
,, 
11 Dinna look sae bad, 11 Dugald said. 11 'Tis no much. We 1 1:):. 
be hidin' here a nicht or twa like Intold ye. And Jamie here wul~ 
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i,;be want1n~ tae find oot the whaurab()2ts o' his mare ,=::::'==11= i b==== 
Black-eyed Petie jumped up and slammed his fist on the 
table, upsett1ne; the mugs. 11 I 1 11 no steal a horse fer ye ! " he 
roared. 
11 We're no want in 1 ye tae dae thot," Dugald said calmly. 
" A' we're ask in 1 ye t'er is tae find oot whaur the mare is. 11 
Black-eyed Petie sat down again and rested his face in 
1
' the palm of his hand. After a long silence he said, 11 Aye. It 
might be done." 
Later Black-eyed Petie brought out some kale soaked in 
milk and they sipped at another mug of claret. While they were 
eating and drinking Petie and Dugald talked of their trade. 
Smuggline;, so Petie said, had been too dane;erous since the Princ:e 
I 
had landed in Scotland. He went on to explain that there were 
too many English cruisers watchine; the coast for ships tryine; toil 
i: 
aid the Jacobites. 
After an hour's talk Dugald suggested that he and Jamie 
were tired. Black-eyed Petie nodded and led them to an upstai~s 
1 room. When the smuggler left Dugald told Jamie his plan. Tomor-
1 
row they would send Petie to find Meg's whereabouts, he said, 
while they remained hidden in the house. Once this knowledge 
was their's they could then plot a way to rescue the mare. 
In accordance w1 th Dugald's plan he and Jamie stayed in ' 
1! the upstairs room on the followine; day and waited for Petie to 
,, 
return with the news of Meg. " God help us if they find ye 
' 
' here," said the smuggler when he came back. " A' the redcoats 
in town are proddin' aboot lookin' for a big lout and a man w1 1 
a wart on his nose." 
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' 
11 Whaur' s Meg ?" Jamie asked. 
" She's oot tethered in a field wi' some 1ther nags ahin~ 
! 
the candlemakers 1 row," Black-eyed Petie said. 11 Ye mind whaur 
that will be dae ye no, Dugald ? " 
11 Are ye sure 'tis Meg ? 11 Jamie asked. 
11 A7e. 11 Petie said. 11 '·.rwas the on7 horse captured in yon i 1 II 
'I il battle. And I speared of a redcoat tae mak siccar. 11 
1 Long after curfew that night Jamie and Dugald stole out q~ 
I, 
Black-eyed Petie's house. 
,, 
,, 
They skulked behind bushes, dykes andli 
houses to avoid the town guard until Dugald signaled Jamie to 
11 stop. 
i[ 
li 
'I, 
" Yon field 1 s just up the way, 11 he whispered. 
i 
One at a time they scrambled over a dyke in front of the~, 
' 
,i cut across an open space to their left and followed a path that ;,'I 
j! 
![led toward the center of Berwick. In front of a row of buildin~is 
1
1 ;rall!ie could see the dark shapes of horses lying down or grazing., 
:i ! 
II He crossed into the pasture on tdlptoe, fingering the butt of th,, 
pistol which Black-eyed Petie had given to him. 
" There she is ! " he whispered. He ran the six or seven 
;1
1 
feet to- Meg and flung his arms about her neck. " Meg, lassie," 
, he whispered in her ear. " 1 Tis me --'tis Jamie, lass. Come tae 
' 
rescue ye frae the redcoats." 
lllleg whinnied and began to paw the ground. He stroked he~ 
nose, calming her while she nuzzled against his face. A long 
rope tied to a pole in the field was attached to I>ieg' s halter. 
1 questioned, asked 
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,, 
I As Jamie out the rope Dugald uame over leading a horse. 
11 I found a braw yin," he said. " Come we'll walk a bit. 
Perhaps we oan sneak oot w1thoot arousin' the redooats. It ony-, 
one shouts mount and ride like the de'il." 
A oouple of horses moved around in the pasture but eJ1:oep1)'1 
! 
for the olomping of hoofs there was not a sound to be heard. 
Jamie's heart pounded. He oould soaroely believe that he had 
Meg with him again and was leading her out or the redooats' 
hands. 
After walking the horses for a quarter mile Dugald told 
Jamie to mount. With Dugald in the lead they out aoross oountr~ 
toward Chirnside. Avoiding the village they rode to the White-,, 
i 
adder waters and followed the river to its forks where they mad~ 
oamp as dawn was breaking. They slept through the rest of the i 
' 
, morning and in 
The hills were 
the afternoon entered the lonely Lammermuir hillsi. 
I' ,, 
diffioult to pass through; bogs, tangled under- '' 
brush and steep deolines slowed their progress. Only when the 
last shadows of sunset faded into the night did Jamie and Dugal1 
reaoh the hills overlooking the fields at Preston where they haq, 
fought four days ago, where they now orossed the stubbled plain, 
I' 
' 
and entered Preston village. 
Jamie and Dugald spent that night with a Highland patrol., 
One of the 1.; Highlanders ~ho spoke a 11 ttle English told them tha;, 
the Battle ot Gladsmuir had been a swift and glorious viotory 
1 The Highlanders called the Battle of Prestonpans the 
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11 Battle of Gladsmuir to fulfill a propheoy that when they won a 
1
ll battle there ( Gladsmuir is a few miles from Pr. eaton ) th.e 
1 Stuarts would reign again. " =-··===9!==== 
1,1 
I 
I 
' 
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!! for the Jacobi tea. 
'I He described how the Highlanders had 
,, 
marched! 
back to Edinburgh the day after the battle with their dead on 
their shoulders and their pipers playing 11 When The King Will 
Come Into His Own Again 11 • 
i' 
The English-speaking Highlander bandaged Jamie's head an¢ 
j found 
,, 
some straw to make a bed for them. I Tired from his travel£1
1 li 
I 
and still weak from the wound on his head Jamie slumped on the ', 
heap of straw. Before going to sleep he wondered if Arlena 
knew he had been captured. He imagined her weeping for him, 
thinking he might already have been hanged. The scene envisaged: 
was so poignant the tsars sprang to his eyes. 
11 Poor wee lassie," he muttered. 11 I maun gang oat and 
tell her tomorra I'm no deid at a'." 
Cheered by this prospect he buried his face in the straw 
and went peacefully to sleep. 
v 
As he rode through the Netherbow Port and up High Street 
the following morning Jamie thought it was good to be in Edin- !' 
burgh. Before him he could see John Knox's house jutting out 
Cross where all the 
I 
beyond the other buildings and the Mercat 
1 
official announcements of the capital and the kingdom were firs~ 
;' ,, 
' 
· proclaimed. Looking up, he saw the spires of St. Giles and be- :: 
I, 
yond them the castle's gray towers looming against billowy 
clouds. The gabled rooftops, the hustle of the busy street, ev~ 
1 
the pigs rooting in the gutters seemed like old friends. 
' 
It was only through luck, he reckoned, that he had been 
able to escape from the English and steal back old Meg. He pat-
ted the animal's neck. 
11 We'll turn here tae gang tae the White Horse," he said 
' to Dugald, who was riding beside him. 
They rode into the innyard, dismounted and stabled their 
horses. As he left the stables Jamie saw the trooper ~enezer 
standing at the foot of the stairs to the troopers' room. The 
:Guard was wearing a new blue and buff uniform With a white belt 
i I 
. crossing his chest. He wore a blue tam on which a white cockade: 
i 
was pinned. 
"Look ye, Dugald," Jamie said. 11 The Guards hae new 
uniforms. Wheesht, I maun wear one tae Arlena's and look real 
braw for the lass." 
Ebenezer glanced at the two men and started. 11 Mither o' 
I 
i 
iss 
tq===~ Mary ! 1 Tis h1s gboat ! " he whispered and beSan to llaclt up 
I -
stairs, making the sign of the cross. 
11 Dinna come closer tae me !" he shouted. " Stay awa' ! 11 
He drew out hia .. pistol. 
" I was .. ony II 
li 
I captured -- I waana deid. I swairt Dugald and me are:aa ghosts." ti 
11 Pit doon yer pisto1, Eben,~ Jamie said. 
I ll 
" Hoot 1110n !" Due;ald.exclaimed. " Xe .made .the sign o' 1, 
I th& oro- 1t .... been .......... h&o bornod ..,. Yo kom II 
I that a ghost wullne. D1de whaur there's a cross &boot ! Ye dinnal 
\smell llrimestone burn1n'1 dae J& '1
11 
'\ 
II . . II 
I Ebenezer sn1f:f:ed, put the pistol in his holster and war1lf 
I il approached them. " Wheesht, Jamie," he said. 11 We thooht ye 
1 
were da1d !" 
,, 
,, 
I• I' 
" Aye. AlJd .wha told 7e that ?" Jamie's smile turned to a l.l. 
frown. 
Ebnezer looked aW&J• " Al1an, 11 he said s1owlJ. " Allan 
!Douglas." 
11 " Whaeaht -- ' tis no thallks tae Allan I'm no deid, " said 
I J am1a. " Whaur' s Allan the noo 'l" 
I i Eben hesitated again Defore B&Jing, " I d1nna ken Just 
\whaur he'll lile. 11 :I 
·i 
11 Ooh. Wael. 'Tis no matter," Jamie said as 
the trooper to climll the stairs. 
he pushed pas~ 
" Wull -- wull ye De gang1n' tae yer lass's the noo ?11 
asked, slowly moving out ot Je.m1e1 s way. 
" Aye. In a wee ll1t, 11 Jam1e answered. 
Ellen shook h1s head.. " I wndna." he satd. 
" Why no ?" Jamie asked. 
" Weel 
ye might want 
weel, 'tis, weel," Eben stammered. 11 I'd thocht 
weel, tae gang for a tippenny. It's unco early 
tae be courtin' a lass." 
" Early ? Pshaw ! " Jamie exclaimed. 11 But no thank ye fo~ 
the tippenny Eben. I'll be wantin' tae get one o' those braw 
uniforms and then gang oot tae Arlena's, for the lass wull be 
; greetin 1 ower me dootless." 
Jamie and Dugald WBDt upstairs to the troopers' room 
where they procured the blue and buff unifroms and put them on. 
When he was dressed Jamie strutted about the room and fingered 
the cross-belt. Arlena should love him now, he thought wist-
fully, for he looked the part of a cavalryman. He cocked his 
Kevenh.uller at a rakish angle and placed a hand on his sword 
i hilt. 
11 Dae I no look braw ?" he asked Dugald. 
Dugald's eyes twinkled. He put his hand over his mouth 
before saying, "Aye. Ye're real braw lookin'. Though. yer breek~ 
I 
· will be a wee bit tight." 
Jamie looked down at his breeches; they were stretched 
tight against his skin from his knees to waist. 11 Aye, "he said 
ruefully. 11 They'll be a wee bit sma'." 
I 
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When Dugald had finished dressing they went to the stable!s 
'I 
and saddled their horses. As they rode out of the innyard Jamie 
saw two young girls eye him. They ogled and he felt flattered; 
he knew he now looked the part of a dashing soldier. 
While riding along the familiar highway to Pe~nn~y~c~u,.,i~k===lf=c=== 
'I I II 
'I !I 
Jamie laughed and chatted witll Dugald. 
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seemed to him like cburchbells pealing on New Year's Eve. It 
was only when tlley were halfway to Arlena's tllat Dugald could 
get Jamie to talk of anything otber than Arlena. After passing 
a few comments on tlle Higbland.ers in Edinburgh, Dugald said: 
11 I guess we'll be marching tae Lunnon soon." 
Jamie started. Marching to London -- He remembered Ar-
lena's request. Tbe tryst witb the Prince had never been arran-11 
ji 
ged. He wondered if sbe had forgotten it. But it wasn't like 
1
! 
:I Arlena to forget sucb things. Allan's plan came to bis mind. I! 
No, it wasn't right, be tbougllt, sadly shaking his head; Arlena 
had always trusted him. Now that he knew she was fond of him, 
he shouldn't deceive her. As Meg plodded up a brae her hoof-
beats seemed to toll tlle end of a day. 
' 
When they turned off the highway on to the road through 
.Buchanan's infield Jamie saw a half-dozen horses tied in front 
:of the house. " I canna pit tae mind wha 1 s horses them will be, 11 
he said. But Dugald, after exclaiming at the size of the house, 
pointed out that people who owned such estates were not likely 
to be wanting for company. 
,, 
After they had dismounted the two men approached Buchanan 
House and rapped at the door. Old Buchanan answered the knocks 
by loosening the chain inside, opening the door and peeking out. 
When he saw who it was he flung the door open wide. 
11 Welcome, Jamie, welcome, 11 the old man said. 11 Whaur 
il bae ye been ? Come in, come in. We 1 re haein 1 braw company the 
II 
i! ~noo His Royal Highness Prince Charles Stuart is here wi' a' 
i his retinue. 
, The old man's voice dropped to a whisper as he said, 11 Ye' 
I wullna say a word, Jamie, aboot a' the bad things I've said o' 
the Young Pretender, wull ye ?" 
His voice resumed its usual high cackle. 11 Aye, aye," he 
said. 11 Prince Charlie and a' his chiefs and lairds. Arlena's 
nae been sse gay though-- even wi 1 a' the braw company. She's 
been greetin1 and greetin' fer no reason at a'. The lass needs 
blood-lettin' or marryin', one or the ither, that's a' that's 
wrang wi' her. But come in, come in and meet a' the Prince's 
lairds." 
Staring at each other and with their jowls drooping in 
·· amazement, Jamie and Dugald followed the old man into the main 
room of the house where five men were seated on stools before 
the fireplace. 
11 This here 111 be Donald Cameron, the ' Young Lochiel ', 
son o' the chief o 1 a 1 the Camerons," said Buchanan, pointing toi
1 
a stripling. 
Jamie's eyebrows rose as his jaw sank. " Lochial !"he 
'exclaimed. " 'Tis the groom frae the White Horse ! 11 
" What did ye say, Jamie ? 11 Buchanan asked, putting his 
hand to his ear. 
Disregarding the old man, Jamie looked again at " Young 
Lochiel ". Beyond a doubt the stripling was the groom. Mora 
than that, the Donald Cameron he had seen at Perth and many J' 
times since then was middle-aged and only retf~red to as " You , 
:1 Lochiel " to distinguish him from his father, Lochiel, who was 
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still living. 
11 This here' 11 be the Marquis o' Tull1bardine, 11 Buchanan 
was continuing. Jamie did not recognize the Marquis, an old 
'' hunchbacked man. But Buchanan was saying something about the 
:: Duke of Perth and pointing to a face which Jamie knew all too 
well. 
11 Wullie ! 11 he burst out. It was the trooper he had 
knocked down the stairs of the White Horse Inn eight days ago. 
11 Ye' 11 be acquent w1' the Duke ? " Buchanan asked. 
"I'm-- I'm no Wullle," the so-called Duke of Perth 
stammered while squirming to hide behind the Marquis. " I'm 
I'm the Duke o' " 
" Aye, and ye'll be just oot o' the infir-rmary wull ye 
no ?" Jamie roered. 11 And why does the chief o' a' the Camerons · 
no hae a ghille tae clean oot oor stables for him ?" 
The pseudo-Duke of Perth shrank back to a corner of the 
room, eying Jamie with terror. 
1 
" Is aught a-gley ?11 asked old Buchanan, recupping his 
hand to his ear. 
11 Whaur' s Arlena ?" Jamie shouted. 
11 She'll be somewhaurs aboot w1 1 His Royal Highness," 
Buchanan cackled. 11 But wull ye sit doon wu' these lairds an' 
chiefs for a wee -- 11 
" Na, 11 Jamie growled, brushing past him. 11 We' 11 look fo1 
Arlena and Prince Charlie -- wha ever he may turn oot tae beE! 11 
I 
1 amiss 
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Paying no attention to Dugald 1 s exclamations at the size 1: 
,1 and splendor of Buchanan House Jamie searched through its rooms., 
I " 
At each door he peered in; then, satisfied no one was there, 
hurried on to the next. Now puzzled at Arlena~s whereabouts, 
halted at the end of a corridor, before the door which led to 
II ; Arlena's room. He began to move away. " They wudna be 
Voices, sounding dull through the wall, stopped him. 
11 Bide a wee, 11 he whispered, snatching at Dugald's coat. 
1 
" We'll keek here." 
As he put his ear to the door he heard Arlena's voice. 
11 Ye shouldna be here." 
11 Fairest lass," a male voice answered. 11 Pra:v, send me 
not awa'. I thocht once that a' there was i~ my life was fer me 
tae fight and regain my fither's kingdom. But noo, noo, haein 1 
seen yer bonnie brown e'en and yer hair o' -- 11 
11 1 Tis Allan ! " Jamie whi spared as he started back from 
the door. He stood limp, his hand drooping in the air, as he 
heard Arlena's voice say in soft pleading accents which she had 
never used to him, 11 I wud Your Royal Highness wudna speak o' 
s1ch things. 'Tis ony a few days since -- since puir Jamie II 
" But ye werena even betrothed tae him ! 11 Allan's voice 
, protested. " Aye, I onderstand yer grief. Auld Jami• was a guid 
' lad. Wud that I had mair sojers like him. Puir lad -- 1tis by 
the likes o' him that my tither wull sit again on Scotland's 
throne. But I luve ye Arlena, luve ye mair -- 11 
1 peek 
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Now Jamie understood. 11 He's imposterin' the Prince and 
garring luve tae Arlena ! 11 he exclaimed. As his body filled withi 
' rage he reached f'or his sword hilt and stepped back, ready to 
:I 
!! f'l1ng the door open. 
11 Wheesht, Jamie, ye mauna -- 11 Dugald counselled, placi~ 
his hand over Jamie's. " Stomp in and expose the rascal ye may, 
; but ye canna steek him wi' a sword in yer lady's bedchamber "' • 
',', 
Jamie stared down at Dugald while his hand fell away f'rom1 
the sword hilt. " Aye. Aye, ye're recht, 11 he said in a hollow 
tone. 
There was a silence in the bedchamber. Jamie stepped to 
,: the door and opened it a little. As he peeped in he saw that 
Allan had taken Arlena in his arms, she resisting only mildy. 
He f'lung open the door and roared, 11 Unhand her -- impostor ! 11 
Allan's arms dropped from Arlena's waist and he spun 
,, 
,, 
' around, clapping his hand on a pistolbutt. His eyes almost pop-< 
' ped f'rom their sockets. 11 Jamie ! " he whispered. 
11 Aye ! 11 Jamie thundered. 11 I'm no deid at a' ! Nae 
thanks tae ye -- " 
11 Jamie ! " Arlena gasped. She took two steps and f'lung 
her arms about his neck. He felt her bosom rising and falling 
against his chest as she pressed her head between his head and 
i; 
shoulder. 11 You 1 re back ! " she sobbed. 11 My auld playmate isna 1 ', 
deid after a 1 • You're back ! 11 
11 Aye, Arlena, I 1 m back," he said in a huaky voice. 11 Ju~~ 
II 
:: in time tae save ye f'rae this impostor -- wha isna the Prince at11 
'11· ,, 
:. t " li ~~ a •-
1
1 Jamie 
'I j, 
11 Why -- but ?" Arlena gasped. She stepped away from 
to stare Wildly at Allan. 
II 11 Dinna.,~believe him, Arlena ! " Allan burst out, f'earfull~; 
,, ! 
glancing from Jamie to Arlana. " I am -- I saw ye once and fell 
in luve -- " 
' 
" Fell in luve ! " Jamie growled. 11 Hist tae yer ain words[, 
,, 
ii 
'I--1, if' one lass wullna dae there's aye anither -- " 
II 
" He 1 s no the Prince ! " shouted Dugald, stepping forward.l
1 
11 He's a plain auld cavalryman-- like ourselves, Lady Arlena. 
Nae doot he saw yer braw hoose and lands -- 11 
,, " But who are ye ? 11 Arlena cried to Allan. ~~I Allan put a leg pol1 tely forward and bowed. " Allan Doug"'! 
" :' las, 11 he said. " A puir sojer wha saw ye through a glass and 
,, 
II illuved. ye 
1: 
I, 11 Pshaw ! 11 Dugald exclaimed. 11 Wheesht, he deserted Jami•i 
!: 
in yon battle and bruited it aboot Jamie was deid !" 
11 But -- how did he ken o' the tryst w1' Prince Charlie ~~ 
i 
Arlena asked. 
11 I' 11 tell ye how -- " Allan blustered. 
11 Ye'll dae naethin' o' the sort ! 11 Jamie interrupted. 
lj 
" For ye'll lie tae the lass Just as ye've done thus far ! Ye'd 1 
better gang noo or I'll steek ye -- 11 
" Ye 1ll what ?" Allan snarled.. His hand dropped to his 
;, pistolbutt. I 
,, 
il 
II 
II 
il 
I 
" Ye maunna, Jamie ! " Dugald cried, seizing Jamie's wrist,. 
" Ye canna brawl here ! 11 [, 
II 
" Och ! 11 Jamie glanced around until his gaze dropped to ' 
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ji his sword hilt. " Then I challenge ye tae duel w1 1 me ! " he 
i 
'i roared. 
' 
'I 
II " A duel ? Ye 1 11 duel wi' me ? " Allan exclaimed sar-
11 doni cally. 
"Aye and bedomned tae ye, impostor !" Jamie thundered. 
" In the King 1 a park at dawn ! " 
"What's a' the brabble aboot? What's a 1 the brabble 
aboot ?" asked old Buchanan as he crept into the room. 
No one answered the old man wbo stood blinking at the 
four of them. 
Allan turned to Arlena. " I 1 11 gang noo," he said suavely! 
" But no fer fear o 1 ,dt.mie, the buffoon -- but, rather, for fearj 
o' disturbin' ye by some untimely scene. I swear to ye Arlena, 
I swear by the crown on my sword that I luve ye !" 
He bowed to Arlena and to old Buchanan, gave the glowerins 
Jamie a scathing look and left the room. From the doorway in t~~ 
tower they watched him assemble his odd retinue and ride away. !I 
When Allan was out of sight Jamie and Arlena entered the main 
' 
;: 
;, 
room while Dugald persuaded old Buchanan to show him the rest of!i 
the house. 
" How did the Pr -- Allan ken I wanted a tryst w1 1 the 
Prince ?" Arlena asked when she had seated herself in her high-
backed chair. " He came oot and said 'twas yer last request." 
Jamie shuffled his feet and looked at the rough board 
jf floor. " I -- I told Allan aboot yer request the nicht ye made 
:! it," he said slowly. 11 And he hit on the idea o' his impersona- :i 
j: :i 
====dl!bt,;,i:::,no==' =t,;,h"'e"=Pc~r;c1:::,n=c"'e='~seein 1 as he had done somewhat the_ BIJ#e_ once==+=== 
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afore, in Spain. I wasna in favor o' it, Arlena II 
He checked himself abruptly. What he had done, he reo-
,koned, must at last stand on its own. The thought flashed throu~ 
I his mind that if Arlena were ever to love him truly she must 
' 
i 
learn to forgive him, to do things for him, as well as he for 
I her. 
" But I hadna reckoned on his garring luve tae ye," he 
went on in a dull tone. 11 I'm sorry tae tell ye that yer lairds 
and chiefs and Prince are naught but men and even grooms in real 
life. And noo -- noo I'm tae duel wi' Allan in the mornin' • 11 I 
Arlena could only blink her brown eyes and look from him i, 
i[ 
to the fire. There was a puzzled expression on the race Jamie 
had always seen so animated, so full of expression. 
" But -- Prince Char -- Allan," Arlena said. 11 Why, he's 1' 
slim and handsome and he looks like a swordsman-- why, Allan's 
.. 
i --
She broke off and sat staring at the fire. He noticed 
that her face had flushed when she said 11 Allan ". He got up 
to leave, thinking painfully that this was scarcely the welcome 
he had envisaged last night at Preston. 
I 
I 
!I 
ii 
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old man advised. 11 After yon victory ye canna tell but what the 1: 
Stuarts may yet win back the crown. Wheesht, I hope yon lad 
l
1doesna find oot aboot my sellin' the proscribed estates after 
the'l5. ' Twould no gang saw well w1 1 me. But, och, Jamie, if 
he should win the crown there'll be muokle tae be gained oot o' 
it for his friends ! 11 
Jamie turned and left before the old man had finished 
speaking. When Dugald told him that he would arrange the detail$ 
for the duel and be his second he simply nodded. Untying Meg 
he mounted and rode silently down the brae along the road to the. 
highway. 
c~==4=== ,, 
II j; 
:I 
I I. 
:i 
VI 
In a little clearing in the King's Park six men, three at 
end of the clearing and three at the other, watched dawn's 
'i gray brighten. The morning was damp and cold. Although wrapped 
, tightly in their cloaks and plaids, the men shivered. Now and 
I 
'[ then one would stamp about on the wet grass and slap himself witp 
j, his arms. Clouds of vapor hung in the air whenever they spoke. '] 
11 Can we no begin noo ? 11 Jamie asked. His teeth were 
chattering; he wasn't sure whether because of cold or fear. 11 I •r 
like tae get on wi' it, 11 he said. 
11 No, 1t lana 11cht enuch yet, 11 Dugald answered. He and 
the dour-faced trooper Ebenezer were Jamie's seconds; Wullie and!: 
the groom impersonator of Young Lochiel were Allan's. 
, 
I 
Jamie walked back and forth, stamping his feet and rubb1~ 
:I 
his palms. He looked over at Allan and inwardly called him a 'I 
traitor, a rogue and an opportunist. The idea of kissing Arlena: 
in her antechamber ! But she hadn't protested very much, Jamie 
remembered for the hundrelth time. Nor had she wept and wrung 
her hands when she learned of Allan's deception, as any honest 
lassie would have done. Jamie had had all night to nurse his 
anger, anger at Allan's perfidy, anger at Arlena's silly roman- ' 
ticism, anger at himself -- tor he sensed that the whole busines~ 
was partially his own raul t. 11 It's no safe for a lass w1 1 lads 
like Allan aboot," he muttered. 
And then, too, if Allan hadn't run ott, leaving him in 
1
1 
~~~=!f=o~=== 
il 
II the hands of the dragoons • he wouldn 1 t have been captured and 
!I 
I nearly lost Meg. This new thought irritated Jamie all the more.·. 
I 
'Scowling, he turned to Ebenezer and said, " Come, Eben, there's 
,, 
'I illicht enuch noo. Let's be on wi' the duel so's I can pit a toot 
]!or twa o' steel through yon blackguard. 11 
,, 
I 
I• 
il Ebenezer shrugged his shoulders and walked toward Allan 
II and his seconds. 
I• 
Jamie took ott his gray cloak and tossed it to•· 
II Dugald. Stripped to his shirt, he loosened his collar and rolls' 
I I 
I! his sleeves above the elbows. 
lj He ran a few steps and slapped 
The air was cold on his warm body~ 
' 
his arms against his skin. 
Dugald brought Jamie a sword, one he had acquired only 
the day before. After balancing it and pointing it forward to 
.\find the best place to grip ... on the hilt Jamie made a tew passes 
II 
~~and thrusts. When he swung the blade. it whistled shrilly in the 
::air. 
ii 
il " It 1 s a guid blade," he said to Dugald. " But I w1sht 
II ,, 
lr it were as guid a one as Allan 1 s Ferrara." 
l[ 
II 11 Wheasht, Jamie, 11 Dugald said. " The sword's no what 
" 'I 
lj matters. Wi' yer strength ye'll be able tae beat doon Allan's 
1
1 " I· 
' sword and spear him with yers in no time at a'. :! 
Ebenezer, Allan and his seconds marched across the clear-
1
11 
ing. With Dugald Jamie moved forward to join them. When the two,, 
duellists met, Ebenezer said, 11 Noo, here's the rules we've de-
aided on. If either gentleman should slip on the grass then the 
ither is tae step back until he regains his stance. If either 
gentleman draws blood that will end the duel. Noo draw back tae 
I yer positions and commence ! 11 
100 
!I Leaving his seconds at the edge of the clearing, Jamie 
'· iiwalked toward Allan, who was approaching him. He saw Allan's 
,, 
IJ lips were set in a tight line while his forehead, below the peri.;-
!i 
!
1 
wig, was wrinkled in a scowl. When they were only a few feet 
11, away each raised his sword and touched it against the other's. 
Jamie stepped back lightly. He flexed his shoulders whil$ 
,, 
" !!wishing his breeches weren't so tight. Seeing Allan's eyes fixe' 
i! menacingly on him made him want to rush and close with his op-
1 
',ponent. 
II 
I
ll. Stepping toward on his toes, Jamie raised his sword and 
watched Allan close in • Allan feinted With his sword at Jamie'~ 
middle. Jamie began to parry with his and then quickly thrust, 
using the point. He bore in, feigning another thrust but, in-
stead, swung his blade over in an arc. Allan parried the blow. 
Jamie brought over a backhanded stroke that missed. He tried 
several thrusts before he paused. He was puffing a little. The 
'I strokes he had closed in With were meant to dismemb~• 
11 He thought he saw Allan 1 s plan. The lighter man was nim-1 
I i· bler and in better fighting condition than he. Allan would seek,1 
' 
1
j to draw him out, tiring him and then when he was winded, would 
'I' 
I! move in and press the attack. 
As Allan sallied in again Jamie ignored his attempts to 
throw him off guard. He watched and waited, seeing Allan's 
blade come closer until he could recognize the crown on the 
' 
blade, the trademark of a genuine Ferrara. Suddenly Jamie lashe~ 
out, beat the Ferrara aside and drove in hacking. A backhanded Jl 
missed Allan's face but tore his wig. Jamie pressed for-11 
~~~~. I 
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'' ward until his enemv was forced to move to one side and retreat il " ,, 
]! out of range, 
l
lll The pressure of his last rush had badly winded Jamie. 
1
His breath came heavily, rolling out in great clouds of vapor 
I 
I, which hung in the air for seconds before vanishing. With the 
.i back of his left hand he wiped away the perspiration streaming 
' 
il down his cheeks. As he raised his sword he noticed that it 
II 
ji trembled. 
Allan made a wide circle arounduJamie and refused to come1j 
II closer. Instead, he feinted and feinted, trying to get Jamie to!: 
1. come after him. 
I' 
'I 
II 
" Come on -- ye rascal," Jamie growled. He began to ad-
j' vance slowly, watching Allan who was half-crouching~ When Allan 
" 
. straightened up Jamie leaped forward, striking one blow after I 
I 
i 
another. It was no use; Allan was still too far away and too 
quick. 
But when Jamie paused, Allan leaped to the attack and 
Jamie brushed aside a thrust only four inches from his heart. 
Jamie Jumped back but Allan's strokes kept coming in on him from 
right and left. Again and again he diverted Allan's sword by II 
,, 
•' 
catching it on the hilt of his own. Allan was almost on top of 
him. Jamie decided to Jump back and aside. As he did so his I' 
~ i 
rear foot slipped ; he fell to the ground, his right leg twisti~ 
I 
I 
i under him. 
I 
Allan's cold blue eyes stared. down at him. I' The blade of' 11 
I 
I the Ferrara dropped until it touehed Jamie's shirt near his 
11 hoart, === 
I 
jl 
rl 
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I 
'I 
/lpered. 
! 
" Dae that again and I'll run ye through ! " Allan whis- 'I 
'I 
Dugald and ~benezer had run toward Jamie when he slipped. 
Dugald had a pistol cocked in his hand. " I'd hae shot him deid ,, 
jl had he cut ye when ye were doon ! " Dugald said. 
rl Jamie took advantage of the respite to try to catch his 
11 breath. When he saw Allan leave his seconds and advance he put 
r ~'1 up his sword. Allan's blade began to flicker before Jamie but 
!1 he parried the strokes and slowly retreated. Allan began to 
,, 
,i 
II press forward, redoubling his efforts, making his Ferrara whistl~ 
]
1 
shrilly. The sword struck so close it ripped the shoulder or 
1 
[!Jamie's shirt. 
1
1
 " The Prince ! The Prince ! Hold up ! 'Tis the Princed" 
Turning away from Allan, Jamie saw a dozen horsemen gal-
' 
" 
,, 
loping down the path leading to the clearing. " 
,, 
He recognized the1 
first rider as Prince Charles with Lochial, Lord Elcho and some 
troopers following close behind. As he gazed at the riders he 
suddenly felt a sharp pain graze the skin near his ribs. The 
,force of the blow pushed him face forward to the ground. As he 
I. 
li slowly struggled to his knees he caught a gl1mpfle of Allan and 
lj his seconds mounting their horses and galloping off. Dugald's 
I 
11 pistol flashed beside him. 
1: 
I' a branch over Allan's head. 
I] 
Jamie saw the ball go wild, breaking[~ 
11 " After them ! 11 shouted the Prince, directing the trooper~ 
: 
[ito pursue Allan while he rode to Jamie's side. 
11 
I! The last Jamie ever saw of his onetime friend was Allan 
li 
j! Douglas galloping away through the woods wi;,;t;;;h~a~ha=l~f-~d~o;;z:;;e:;;n~===oiet==·=== 
1: troopers :following close behind. 
:1 
I' 
II 
11 Jamie ! Jamie ! 11 he heard a voice cry out. 
:! 
I 
I 
Arlena came riding into the clearing, reined her horse to· 
! 
[1 e. halt and leaped into 
j, 
Jamie's arms. 11 You're hurt I 11 she gasped~ • ,, 
I 11 .Nae le.ssi e 11 II J J he said, beaming as he lowered her to the!.' 
l1 ground. 11 A wee cut is a' and I'll only be a wee bit the worse 
i 
I 1 :f're.e puffin' and blawin' • 11 
i! 
She snuggled her head against his chest. When she raised 11 
il 
lrher mouth to him he kissed her; elated at this, their :first 
'i 
'I lovers 1 kiss, he forgot his wound, surroundings and even the 
I' 
1
jPrince. 
Muffled guffaws and coughs :finally recalled him. 
ill ed up 
['smile 
I 
at Prince Charlie. The royal eyes were twinkling; a :faint 
,, 
flickered at the corners of the mouth. I' ,, 
1: 
11 Your ledy told us the tale this morning, 11 Princec· 
,, 
" ! 
1[ Charles said. 
'I , 
11 She came tae the palace and had me aroused be:f'or. 
i• my levee. 
,, 
We dispatched for Lord Elcho, found out where you 
II were :fighting and came. 11 
,! 11 Thank ye, Arlena," Jamie whispered to her. 11 I wasna 
'i 
II faring sae weel. 11 He looked again at the Prince. 11 I ken it 1 s 
,, 
!1 against yer wishes tae duel, Yer Highness -- but 11 
' 
The Prince turned to Cameron o:f' Lochial. " What shall we 
dae w1 1 this man ?" he asked. 
11 Weel, 11 Lochial answered slowly. 11 I suggest Your Royal 
Highness let him gae :free. We may well use sich willing :fighter~ 
I 
'[as [/ 
II II 
he :for our march tae Lunnon. 11 
II' 
11 Then gae free o 1 punishment he _shall, 11 said the Prince•ll ===~==*====;::;::;:~~~~ !I 
1: 'I 
I' 1.,, 
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,I 
i!" And may he be as loyal tae me as he is tae his lass." Then 
j! addressing Arlena he asked, " And now -- is there aught else ye 
!I request ? " 
I, 
II 
I' ij 
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1 
11 Weel, she hasna had a tryst w1 1 Yer Highness yet, 11 Jam!, 
lblu~ted before she could speak • 
. I !; 
Arlena's blush turned to crimson. She raised her small 
i: 
11 hand and put it across Jamie 1 s mouth while, shamefaced, she glan~ 
,, 
I; ced at the laughing Prince. 
·I The Prince 
II 
looked away and controlled his laughter. When r 
'I 
1[ jjhe looked back at them the usual melancholy expression of his !i !I !I 
!: blue eyes had returned. 
I' 
" A tryst w1 1 the Prince," he said. :i 
;j " That -- that I cannot 
II 
,, 
grant you. For while my Hanoverian cousi~ 
I': still rules II and England, Ireland and Wales are still not tree, ' 
I am, as my enemies call me, 'The Young Pretender'. I too, am 
but an impostor of a Prince. 11 
Prince Charles bent from his saddle, reached out his hand 
,~and clapped Jamie's shoulder. He smiled at Arlena as he said, 
;[" I heartily recommend this good fellow to you. In him, there i~ 
!I I' 
li naught of pretense." r! 
i,l· ' ! ,, 
Having said this, Bonnie Prince Charlie rode away, leaviO$ 
j] two happy subjects in his halfwon kingdom. 
! 
FINIS 
" :I 
II 
li 
I 
[! 
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